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THE MYTH OF ACCOUNTABILITY AND THE
ANTI-ADMINISTRATIVE IMPULSE

Edward Rubin*

The idea of accountability is very much in fashion in legal and political thought these days. To be sure, the term is used in a variety of different ways, but that is the nature of fashion. Colored cloth ponchos may be in fashion this season, for example, but they can be shaped and colored in a variety of different ways. It is differences of this sort that sustain a fashion trend. If the only poncho available were red and square, the fashion trend would display an impressive unity, but it wouldn't last very long. In order to make sales, clothing designers need a style that is recognizable but vague enough to include a lot of variation. And once this style takes off, gaining popularity from the many different designs available within it, the manufacturers can cash in by taking the tired old designs that weren't selling last year and producing them as colored ponchos. It is pretty much the same with accountability.

Accountability can be roughly defined as the ability of one actor to demand an explanation or justification of another actor for its actions and to reward or punish that second actor on the basis of its performance or its explanation. This Article focuses on two of the leading uses of this term in contemporary scholarship, two uses that have contributed heavily to the current fashion for accountability. The first is based on the idea that elected officials — legislators and the chief executive — are accountable to the people, while officials who obtained their position by appointment or examination are not.1 From this, some observers have concluded that authority should be shifted to elected officials: that policy decisions should be made by legislators, not administrators, that all administrators should be controlled by an elected chief executive, and that the federal government should not intrude on the authority of elected officials in the states. The second use of accountability is that local institutions are more accountable to the people or that people should be given the opportunity to be accountable for themselves.2 From this, other observers have
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1. See infra notes 7-9 (citing sources).
2. See infra notes 82 & 101 (citing sources).
concluded that authority should be devolved from the central government to localities and individuals, and that policy should be made by officials at the local level or by private parties.

Some of the proposals that have been associated with these two ideas of accountability have obvious merits, some have subtle merits, and some have obvious or subtle demerits. Very few of them, however, have very much to do with the concept of accountability. Invocation of this concept confers a certain cachet on these proposals — it makes them fashionable — but it neither justifies nor illuminates them. One goal of this Article is to reveal the conceptual and empirical defects in these two uses of accountability. The ideas of shifting authority to elected officials and devolving it to localities and individuals will not be critiqued in general, although there is much to be said on this subject. Rather, the argument is that neither of these two ideas is entitled to invoke the notion of accountability. They are old, frumpy garments, and we should not allow them to disguise themselves as modern by taking on the external appearance of a current fashion.

One would expect that a discussion of these two disparate uses of accountability would necessarily be a bifurcated one. After all, the idea that elected officials are accountable rests on the principle of election, where one chooses another to express or represent her views, while the idea that local institutions and individuals are accountable rests on the principle of devolution, where power is shifted to local institutions or private parties so that people make their voice known more effectively or take responsibility for their own actions. But these concepts, although divided in their rationale, are unified in their most serious defect. What they share is a preanalytic hostility to the modern administrative state, an anti-bureaucratic pastoralism that feeds on nostalgia for simpler, more integrated times.3 The instinct is understandable, but it represents a genuine intellectual sin because it distracts our attention from the government we actually possess. That government can be altered and improved, of course — sometimes in the ways that the proponents of accountability suggest — but there is no foreseeable possibility that it will undergo an essential alteration, and none of those who express hostility toward it have advanced any realistic scenario by which such an alteration could occur. Any proposal that avoids this ineluctable reality of modern government runs a serious risk of doing more harm than good.4


4. Regarding the "escape proof" nature of administrative government, see 3 MAX WEBER, ECONOMY AND SOCIETY 987-89 (Guenther Roth & Claus Wittich eds., 1968); id. app. II at 1393, 1401-02.
Because the two approaches to accountability share the same defect, a criticism of them on the basis of this defect can generate the unified theory of political-legal accountability that their more fashionable uses fail to provide.\(^5\) One reason that these anti-administrative ideas about elections and participation invoke the term accountability, apart from its cachet, is that they are attempting to expropriate a concept that is essentially administrative in nature, to inoculate themselves against administrative realities by adapting some of those realities for their own anti-administrative purposes. As stated, both approaches spring from the observer's unanalyzed hostility to the administrative state. But true accountability, in the realm of law and politics, involves many of the features that are central to the administrative state and that people find so unattractive about it — hierarchy, monitoring, reporting, internal rules, investigations, and job evaluations. Far from being the warm and fuzzy notion that some of its proponents seem to envision, accountability flows along the complex, hierarchical pathways that structure modern government, and reveals the managerial mechanisms of a people who are, in Genet's words, “no longer childlike but severe.”\(^6\)

Part I of this paper critiques the idea that accountability can be secured by elections. Part II critiques the idea that it can secured by devolution to localities or private parties. Part III then presents the remaining and, it will be argued, only coherent concept of accountability and argues that it is intrinsically bureaucratic or administrative in character.

I. ACCOUNTABILITY AND ELECTIONS

As just discussed, accountability clearly means something distinctly different, at the operational level, when used as argument for the authority of elected officials, than it does when used as an argument for devolution to localities or private parties. But the election-related arguments for accountability, although they are readily distinguished from the devolution-related ones, do not display any particular conceptual unity among themselves. There are at least three such arguments: first, that legislators, being elected officials who are accountable to the people, should make basic policy decisions and not

---

5. The arguments to be critiqued lie in this area of law and politics, and the alternative that will be proposed is limited to this area as well. No effort will be made to consider issues of accountability in personal life. For an illuminating discussion of this issue, see Anita L. Allen, 2003 Daniel J. Meador Lecture: Privacy Isn't Everything: Accountability as a Personal and Social Good, 54 ALA. L. REV. 1375 (2003).

delegate extensive authority to administrators;\(^7\) second, that the president, being an elected official who is accountable to the people, should control all executive agencies, including those that are currently independent;\(^8\) and third, that elected state officials, because they are accountable to the people, should not be subject to policy control by the federal government.\(^9\) For convenience, these arguments can be divided into two separate sub-categories, the first involving federal officials and their control of the bureaucracy, the second involving state officials and their relationship to the federal government as a whole. These will be considered in turn.

A. Federal Officials and Control of the Bureaucracy: The Nondelegation and Unitary Executive Arguments

Even within the subcategory of accountability arguments that involve elected federal officials, the arguments themselves are not consistent. The idea of legislative accountability opposes open-ended delegations of authority to administrative agents, but the idea of presidential accountability derives its justification from the existence of such delegations and the need for an elected official to control their exercise. To put this another way, more detailed and definitive legislation would place agencies under greater Congressional control and thus detract from the president's ability to guide these agencies in furtherance of his policy objectives. This contradiction already points to a certain vagueness and instability in the concept of accountability. Despite this conflict, however, the two arguments are united in their

---


primary defect. Both rest on the assumption that elections provide accountability, that is, that an elected official must answer to his constituents for his actions. A realistic, contemporary consideration of elections suggests that this relationship to accountability, although not entirely absent, is a relatively minor aspect of the electoral process.

One of the most important functions elections do serve is to solve the problem of succession. Dictatorships are virtually guaranteed to undergo a succession crisis with the death of the dictator, if not before; hereditary monarchies undergo such crises when the monarch fails to produce an heir or when a rival claimant exists. At best, succession crises of this sort disrupt orderly government relations; at worst, they lead to civil war. Moreover, the looming threat of a succession crisis tends to undermine the effectiveness of government. Those who aspire to succeed the ruler must build their own power base, withdrawing their resources from the collectivity, devoting their efforts to self-aggrandizement, and attracting allies to their cause. This activity is often regarded as disloyal by the ruler, and with good reason, since the same actions that position someone to succeed the rule can position that person to stage a coup while the ruler is alive. Thus, these actions must be conducted clandestinely, and the ruler is induced to devote much effort to discovering and combating this potentially threatening activity.

A functioning electoral democracy provides a remarkably successful solution to this problem. The regular election of political leaders assures an orderly succession and generally avoids difficulties resulting from the death or incapacity of the existing leaders. It replaces the disruption and inefficiency produced by efforts to succeed the leader with a constructive process. Positioning oneself for succession in an electoral regime, far from being regarded as disloyal, is a highly acceptable activity that confers prestige on any plausible candidate. The best way to do so, moreover, is to offer criticisms that significant parts of the populace regard as helpful or to demonstrate that one can govern by acting effectively in one’s present position. These strategies need not be conducted secretly; in fact, they are generally most effective when openly pursued. The leader may choose to combat them but does so most effectively by open debate or efficient governance; more disruptive efforts to thwart opposition are disfavored and expose the leader to serious political risk. Well-established electoral democracies achieve these beneficial results habitually and irenically. Although much effort, and often much anguish, is expended on the contest between opposing candidates for office, the process of holding the election and the succession that it

---

determines occur as a matter of course, so much so that people often forget that the greatest virtue of elections is that they solve the problem of succession.

A second crucial function of elections is to produce a government that is responsive to the people's basic desires. They achieve this through the process of representation that is central to our conception of elections, although not to elections in general. In voting for candidates in a general political election, people tend to choose the person whom they believe will represent their interests most effectively — this often means a person of their own ethnic background or a person who can convincingly demonstrate that she has the same attitudes and beliefs as the voters. Background and beliefs are influential because voters want someone to represent them, that is, to re-present their views in government decisionmaking situations.

This is not accountability, but the opposite of accountability. Voters want to choose a like-minded person because they believe that such a person will take the actions they prefer, even though they are not able to supervise or monitor the person. They know that government policy will involve a succession of quotidian decisions, complex judgments, recondite bargains, and other actions that will be beyond their understanding and attention span. When someone is choosing a subordinate who is truly accountable — whom the person can monitor on a continuous basis — there is at least a tendency to choose the most talented or capable individual, regardless of his personal views, and rely on instructions to make sure he does what his superior wants. In elections, on the other hand, people generally prefer to choose someone who will act in their interests because she shares their perspective.

Holding the representative accountable is a third function of elections, but it is subsidiary to succession and representation. There is an ongoing debate about whether elected officials are more motivated by ideological considerations or by the desire to be re-elected. Even


13. Some of the medieval models from which modern elections derive, such as the election of the Pope or the Holy Roman Emperor, were not conceived in representational terms. See Paula Sutter Fichtner, The Habsburg Monarchy, 1490-1848: Attributes of Empire (2003).


if one assumes that electoral considerations predominate, however, their effect is likely to be attenuated by a variety of factors. Incumbents are difficult to defeat, which means that the electorate’s initial choices tend to become locked in place. In addition, the president is often a lame duck, as are a number of senators. Most important, however, is that intermittent, highly contested elections are simply very poor devices for holding a person accountable. Most electoral democracies present the voters with only two or three realistic choices, which means that a multitude of issues must map into a small decision set. This is the result of party politics, a feature of democracy that generally develops outside the constitutional structure but is just as central to its operation as the constitutional provisions. A small decision set means that even perfectly informed voters must make their choice on the basis of the few issues they regard as most important and then accept their representative’s decisions on the other issues, whether they approve of her decision or not.

Most voters, moreover, are not perfectly informed about the issues, and the evidence suggests that they often suffer from apocalyptic levels of ignorance. Some classic voter studies conclude that people’s choices can generally be predicted from their social characteristics, without regard to any particular features of the person they are voting for. More recent studies grant a larger role to attitudes but identify these attitudes as very general party affiliations or impressions of the candidate’s personality. Even if voter attitudes are issue-oriented, they tend to be stable, long-term preferences on

---


17. A related, although somewhat more extreme version of this point is that politics is predominantly symbolic. See JEAN BAUDRILLARD, IN THE SHADOW OF THE SILENT MAJORITIES (1983) [hereinafter BAUDRILLARD, SILENT MAJORITIES]; JEAN BAUDRILLARD, SIMULATIONS (1983); MURRAY EDELMAN, CONSTRUCTING THE POLITICAL SPECTACLE (1988).


leading issues, rather than detailed assessments of particular decisions;\(^{21}\) in fact, voters often base their decision on the candidates' perception of problems, rather than their actual or proposed solutions.\(^ {22}\) Finally, if an issue becomes truly salient — if it is something that voters become truly exercised about — they are likely to hold those in power responsible for the decision, without making fine distinctions about who actually made the relevant decision.

The highly attenuated nature of electoral accountability means that it will be of limited value for the purposes that proponents of accountability have recommended, that is, arguing against open-ended delegations by the legislation or in favor of a unitary executive. To begin with the delegation issue, compelling legislators to make more policy decisions, rather than deferring such decisions to administrative agencies, will not mean that these decisions are being more closely monitored or controlled by voters.\(^ {23}\) Even at their most extreme, such decisions are simply too fine-grained to become factors in an electoral campaign. Consider, for example, the delegation of authority to the Federal Communications Commission (FCC).\(^ {24}\) This is probably as broad a delegation as exists in modern government, and it involves a subject matter about which most Americans are seriously concerned, since they spend four hours each day watching television. But the breadth of this delegation, or the specifics of communications policy that the FCC is authorized to determine in accordance with it, are unlikely to become issues in an election. Even if the election is highly contested, and even if the candidates had differing views on this issue, its salience to the voters is likely to be so low that it would simply disappear from view. Assume, moreover, it did become salient; suppose the FCC licensed a broadcaster who chose programs recommending Islamic fundamentalist terrorism, for example. Would the electorate's response be determined by the scope of delegation, or


\(^{22}\) Warren E. Miller & J. Merrill Shanks, The New American Voter 326-413 (1996). Moreover, voters who are interested in proposed solutions can often be satisfied with unsubstantiated claims because their knowledge of the actual situation is so limited. See Derek Bok, The Trouble With Government 129-32 (2001).


\(^{24}\) The Communications Act of 1934, 47 U.S.C. §§ 151-614 (2000). The Act created the Federal Radio Commission and instructed it to grant broadcast licenses to advance "the public interest, convenience and necessity." 47 U.S.C. §309(a) (2000). Not only is this language extremely broad (what does it exclude?) but its few whiffs of operative criteria are not even relevant. Public interest makes sense, but what is either necessary or convenient about a radio license? In fact, this language was taken from the Interstate Commerce Act, where it applied to railroads.
rather by the candidates' ability to align themselves against the agency in some general and essentially symbolic manner?

In fact, elected representatives often monitor administrative agencies quite closely, and hold them responsible for their actions, but this has very little to do with their accountability to the electorate. Rather, it is the result of their hierarchical position, the fact that they function as agencies' structural superiors in our system. They have this position because they are the primary policy makers of American government, and the significance of elections to this function is that we use elections to select our primary policy makers. Their monitoring activities are rarely based on any direct accountability to the voters, but rather are carried out to do their job, to fill their representative role, and to provide favors to important contributors. And even in a rare case where their monitoring was based on accountability, it would not be governed by the breadth of the delegation to the agency involved, but rather by the amount of constituent ire that particular agency actions incited, whether that actions were taken pursuant to a broad or narrow delegation.

Similar problems beset the accountability arguments in support of a unitary executive, that is, an executive who has direct supervisory authority over all administrative agencies. In many cases, proponents of this view argue, on either constitutional or policy grounds, that the president should be in control of all administrative agencies because he is elected and therefore accountable to the voters. The sort of control that the president would exercise over a presently independent agency, however, will rarely have the political salience that would make a difference in a general election. To be sure, Ronald Reagan ran on a platform that prominently featured deregulation, and it is possible that public approval of this position was a factor in his landslide electoral victory. This was, however, a broadly stated political position, not the sort of quotidian supervision of administrative practices that would be facilitated by eliminating agency independence. In fact, it was the incumbent whom Reagan so resoundingly defeated, Jimmy Carter, who was actually the most effective deregulator, before or since. Carter's deregulatory program was not limited to the quotidian level but in fact involved rather


26. See supra note 8 (citing sources).
sweeping policy changes. In addition, most of it was directed toward independent agencies, which tends to contradict the idea that the president must possess the removal power in order to exercise control over these agencies. None of this intensive deregulation, however, seems to have made much of an impression on the electorate. It was Reagan, who accomplished less but spoke about it more, and certainly more effectively, who was apparently able to attract whatever votes this issue was able to produce.

The crucial issue, therefore, once one goes beyond succession, is representation, not accountability. It is not the process of supervising government agencies that attracts the electorate's attention but a candidate's ability to align herself with or against the agency in some symbolic manner. Thus, if an issue involving some particular action taken by an administrative agency were to rise to the level of political salience, it would probably do so in representational terms that had little to do with the president's actual ability to supervise the agency. This is essentially what happened in the Willie Horton case that proved so important in the 1988 election. No one cared whether Michael Dukakis had granted a broad or narrow delegation of authority to the Corrections Department to establish a furlough program. Had he closely monitored the program — an entirely unrealistic possibility — the political consequences for him would have been the same. George Bush was able to get political mileage out of the incident because he connected it to the more essential, representational function of elections — he claimed it revealed the sort of person that Dukakis was, and many of the voters believed him.

None of the foregoing arguments are meant to deny that the president plays an enormously important role in supervising federal


28. Carter achieved his effects upon independent regulatory agencies by proposing or supporting legislation or by appointing regulators with well-established perspectives. With respect to airline deregulation, for example, he appointed Alfred Kahn as chairman of the Civil Aeronautics Board ("CAB"). Kahn had a well-developed theory about rate regulation, which he had expressed in print, see ALFRED E. KAHN, THE ECONOMICS OF REGULATION (1970), as well as a proven track record as an effective and deregulation-oriented administrator at the New York Public Service Commission. See MCCRAW, supra note 27, at 226-59. There was not the slightest possibility that he would not adopt the vigorous deregulatory program that Carter had in mind, and after Carter appointed another deregulator, Elizabeth Bailey, to the CAB, see id. at 273, there was little likelihood that he would not succeed in implementing it. The changes that he instituted were soon extended, and made permanent, by the Airline Deregulation Act. When Kahn left the CAB for another (non-independent) administrative post, Carter wrote to him that he had "presented my Administration with one of its great success stories." Id. at 295.
agencies. While he does not enjoy the absolute authority over executive agencies that the Constitution seems to contemplate, he certainly takes an active role, and often achieves the results he desires. Similarly, he does not suffer from the lack of authority over independent agencies that proponents of the unitary presidency sometimes suggest, and he frequently achieves his desired results in this case as well. But, as with legislative oversight, the president achieves these results in his capacity as the structural superior of executive agencies, and as the person who appoints the leaders of both executive and independent agencies. He exercises this control because it is his job, because he has a set of beliefs that he wants to implement, and sometimes because he wants to do favors for large contributors. Thus, control over the bureaucracy is exercised by the president according to the succession principle, that is, his accession to the job through an election, and according to the representation principle, that is, the views that enabled him to be elected, but not according to the electoral accountability principle. This control is simply too fine-grained, too recondite, to produce an impact on the voters. There may be good reasons why the president should be in direct control of all federal agencies, but his accountability to the voters is not one of them.

B. State Officials and Autonomy of Action: The Federalism Argument

A third representation-related use of accountability in contemporary political and legal scholarship is the claim that elected state officials, because they are accountable to the people, should not be subject to policy control by the federal government. This is, of course, an argument in favor of federalism, and it is part of the general upsurge in enthusiasm for that idea on the part of both the Supreme Court and the scholarly community. Federalism can be defined as a


30. The president does not appoint the entire board of multi-member independent agencies, at least at first, but he typically has the authority to appoint the Chair.

31. For recent federalism decisions by the Court, see, for example, United States v. Morrison, 529 U.S. 598 (2000) (federal statute criminalizing gender-motivated violence
political system where subsidiary units of the nation exercise exclusive jurisdiction over some set of issues, that is, where there are some types of decisions that are reserved to the subsidiary governmental units, and that the central government may not displace or countermand.  

This structure is often described by saying that the subsidiary units possess rights against the central government.

Arguments for federalism can be either formal, that is, based on an interpretation of the Constitution, or functional, that is, based on pragmatic considerations that emerge from concerns about fair or effective governance. The accountability of state elected officials is a functional argument for federalism, and its most direct embodiments are the anti-commandeering cases such as Printz v. United States and New York v. United States. Anticommandeering is the idea that state officials, being accountable to their constituents, should retain exclusive jurisdiction over the issues on which their constituents will exceed federal Commerce Clause authority; Printz v. United States, 521 U.S. 898 (1997) (federal requirement that local law enforcement officers perform background checks on gun purchasers commandeers state officials in violation of Constitution's federalism provisions); Seminole Tribe of Fla. v. Florida, 517 U.S. 44 (1996) (extension of federal jurisdiction to suits against states to enforce duties under Indian gaming law violates Eleventh Amendment); United States v. Lopez, 514 U.S. 549 (1995) (federal statute criminalizing gun possession near schools exceeds federal Commerce Clause authority); New York v. United States, 505 U.S. 144 (1992) (federal statute requiring states to develop plans for disposal of radioactive waste commandeers state officials in violation of federalism provisions); and Gregory v. Ashcroft, 501 U.S. 452 (1991) (federal age discrimination statute must be interpreted as inapplicable to state officials in order to avoid conflict with federal provisions).


judge them. For the federal government to commandeer them, to compel them to implement federal statutes, undermines them unfairly because their constituents may hold them accountable for decisions that were forced upon them. As Justice Scalia said in *Printz*, the Constitution "contemplates that a State's government will represent and remain accountable to its own citizens." A secondary concern of this accountability argument is for the voters, who will be misled by federal commandeering and may then fail to hold their officials accountable for matters that these officials decide on their own.

It is important, in assessing this argument, to distinguish between federalism and decentralization. The idea of decentralization plays an important role in arguments for accountability based on devolution to local authorities, but federalism is a different notion. As stated, federalism grants subsidiary units a final say in certain areas; that is, it grants these governments definitive rights against the center. Decentralization, in contrast, is a managerial strategy by which a centralized regime can achieve the results it desires in a more effective manner. The effectiveness of any decisionmaking unit depends on a variety of factors, including the information available to it, the quality

---


39. 521 U.S. at 920.

40. Cf. Larry D. Kramer, *Putting the Politics Back into the Political Safeguards of Federalism*, 100 COLUM. L. REV. 215 (2000) (arguing that electoral accountability serves as an alternative to judicial enforcement of federalism); La Pierre, *supra* note 9 (same). When this argument is framed in terms of state voters' ability to protect their state from unwanted federal intrusions, it is not very convincing, for reasons stated above. When the argument is framed in terms of state officials' ability to do so, it is more plausible. The latter position is the basis of the classic legal process school statements of this idea. See Jesse H. Choper, *Judicial Review and the National Political Process: A Functional Reconsideration of the Role of the Supreme Court* 192-93 (1980); Herbert Wechsler, *The Political Safeguards of Federalism: The Role of the States in the Composition and Selection of the National Government*, 54 COLUM. L. REV. 543 (1954).


42. See *infra* Part II.A.

of its personnel, its level of control over its subordinates, and its prestige among those who must follow its commands. These factors sometimes suggest that the most effective decisions will be made by the central government, and sometimes suggest that it will be made by a geographical subdivision. A central government can achieve uniformity and may be able to command greater resources and prestige. A subdivision may be able to gather information more effectively, to control street-level employees, and to respond to circumstances that are specific to its locality. The choice between these two alternative strategies, that is, the particular allocation of responsibility within the overall structure, is determined by the effectiveness of each strategy in achieving the desired result. But it is the central government that identifies this result in a decentralization strategy, and thus defines the criteria for success or failure. And it is the central government that decides how decisionmaking authority will be divided between itself and the geographical subdivisions and when that allocation will be changed.

With this distinction in mind, the idea that federalism is partially justified by the need to secure the accountability of elected state officials can be assessed. The first difficulty with it is that it depends on the same unrealistic beliefs about elections that were discussed with respect to the non-delegation and unitary executive ideas. It assumes that voters can distinguish between state and federal areas of jurisdiction as long as the federal government is not allowed to intrude upon the state's prerogatives. This is not an easy thing to do, however, because federal and state responsibility overlap in so many areas of governance.44 Consumer sales practices, food quality, securities offerings, worker safety, civil rights, environmental protection, agriculture, mining, and numerous other areas are regulated by the federal government under the Interstate Commerce Clause, banks are chartered under the Money Clause, roads are built under the national defense power. Most of these functions are decentralized within the federal government, which means that there are regional, state or local offices carrying out the federal functions. States regulate the same areas, charter banks and build roads as part of their general police power. The result is a complex pattern of overlapping jurisdiction. Once again, the matter is too technical, too

fine-grained to be salient to voters, except under the most extraordinary circumstances.

But the accountability argument for federalism indulges in an even greater level of implausibility than this. Having assumed that the average voter can distinguish between federal and state authority, despite all these overlapping jurisdictions, it then assumes that the voters will be fooled when the federal government gives orders to state officials in one of these areas. In other words, these amazingly sophisticated voters — who understand that some federally insured banks are chartered and supervised by the state while others are chartered and supervised by the Treasury Department, or that the quality of the food served in a restaurant is monitored by state officials, but the quality of the packaged food sold at the counter is monitored by federal officials — are unable to understand that the federal government is compelling the state to take certain actions. Moreover, the elected officials who are so compelled are absolutely unable to explain this fact to these sophisticated voters. This mélange of contradictory arguments gives rise to the suspicion that accountability is a post hoc rationalization invoked by proponents of federalism because of its current cachet.

Nor does this intricate overlap of jurisdiction account for the full complexity of federal-state relations. The federal government plays an active role in many areas that are primarily regulated by the states, such as education, local policing, welfare, public housing, and health, by providing monetary aid to the states and attaching conditions to the grants. In other areas, or sometimes the same areas, it delegates federal regulatory authority to state administrative agencies, provided that those agencies comply with federal standards. These mechanisms, generally described as cooperative federalism, are a means of simultaneously extending the reach of federal authority and decentralizing its management to state-level institutions. In theory, they do not violate the rights of states because state acceptance of the funds, or of federal authority, is voluntary. The Supreme Court upheld the validity of conditional funding programs in

---

45. For an exploration of the federalism concerns that this practice raises, see Lynn A. Baker, Conditional Federal Spending and States' Rights, 574 ANNALS 104 (2001); Lynn A. Baker & Mitchell N. Berman, Getting Off the Dole: Why the Court Should Abandon Its Spending Doctrine, and How a Too-Clever Congress Could Provoke It to Do So, 78 IND. L.J. 459 (2003); and Baker, supra note 32.

46. See ELAZAR, AMERICAN FEDERALISM, supra note 44; ELAZAR, EXPLORING FEDERALISM, supra note 44; GRODZINS, THE AMERICAN SYSTEM, supra note 44.
South Dakota v. Dole and recently reconfirmed that conclusion by unanimous vote in Pierce County v. Guillen.

Cooperative federalism, like overlapping jurisdiction, tends to obscure any separation between state and federal authority, thus demanding even more spectacular levels of sophistication from voters if they are to hold state officials accountable within their area of sole authority. In addition, it tends to undermine the idea that such areas of sole authority exist. The entire theory of American government is one of checks and balances, overlapping authority, legally compelled cooperation, and legally authorized dispute. This dynamic tension between the state and federal governments is a pervasive feature of American government, and many proponents of federalism argue that it is desirable, as a means of diffusing power and securing liberty. Electoral accountability is simply too attenuated to justify some complex determination like the boundaries of federal-state relations, just as it is too attenuated to justify nondelegation or a unitary chief executive.

A third difficulty with the accountability argument for federalism, apart from the existence of overlapping jurisdictions and cooperative governance, is that its essential claim tends to be refuted by the interaction between state and local government. The American people are governed by a vast array of local authorities — villages, towns, cities, counties, and special purpose districts. According to long and essentially unchallenged doctrine, these authorities have no constitutional status of their own; they are creatures of the state.

47. 483 U.S. 203 (1987) (condition that states could only receive highway funds if they prohibited anyone below the age of 21 from buying alcohol does not violate Constitution's federalism provisions).

48. 537 U.S. 129 (2003) (condition that states could only participate in federally funded highway safety program if they kept the accident reports generated pursuant to that program confidential does not violate Constitution's federalism provisions). The decision was not only unanimous, but was written by Justice Thomas.


Moreover, within states, the general legal principle that controls state-local relations is Dillon’s rule, which is that local governments possess only those powers that have been granted them by state authorities. Some state constitutions provide certain forms of autonomy for local jurisdictions, but others do not, and there is certainly no uniform pattern. Thus, state governments are authorized, by both the federal Constitution and their own constitutions, to commandeer local officials, that is, to use these employees of the state’s creatures to carry out state programs. The pattern, moreover, is enormously complex. Even those sophisticated voters who can disentangle the strands of federal-state relations may have difficulty knowing precisely where state initiatives end and local ones begin. But the absolute subjugation of some local governments to state authority and the high level of incomprehension regarding the scope of autonomy possessed by others do not appear to have prevented American cities and towns from developing vigorous political scenes with intense competition for electoral office. Elections are still used to determine succession, voters still choose candidates to represent them, and candidates are still held accountable on a few salient issues. The fact that local officials are regularly compelled to implement state programs, to an extent that goes beyond anything in federal-state relations, does not seem to interfere at all with the electoral process for these officials.

A fourth and final point, and in a sense the most important, is that the invocation of accountability on behalf of state officials assumes the very point at issue in the federalism debate, namely, the proper balance between state and federal authority. After all, citizens vote for federal officials as well as state officials, and the type of officials for whom they vote at the state and federal levels is generally analogous. Which of these sets of elections provides more accountability in a situation where the authority to decide is a matter of debate? Granting authority to the state allows the state voters to control the issue, but it simultaneously denies a voice to voters in the other states. Whether those out-of-state voters should be given a voice — whether the decisionmaker should be accountable to them in addition to the in-state voters — is precisely the issue at stake in the federalism debate. The general idea of electoral accountability, which can be invoked on each side, does nothing to resolve the issue, even assuming that it is an


52. Briffault, Contemporary Federalism, supra note 41; Richard Briffault, Our Localism: Part I — The Structure of Local Government, 90 Colum. L. Rev. 1 (1990) [hereinafter Briffault, Our Localism].
operative principle with respect to these relatively recondite and complex matters.

Consider two examples. A large portion of the State of Colorado consists of National Forest land, with valuable stands of timber. The majority of voters in Colorado, let us assume, would like to grant licenses to loggers so that this timber can be harvested — to use the polite term for cutting — thereby creating jobs, bolstering the state's economy, and generating tax revenue. The majority of voters in Connecticut, let us also assume, regard the National Forests as wilderness, not timber land, and would prefer that they be left undisturbed. The Colorado voters could argue that the National Forest land is their land, within their state, and that if the people of Connecticut want wilderness, they can preserve their own; with a lower per capita income than Connecticut, their state needs the jobs and the tax revenue. Colorado voters want decisions about the National Forests made by elected officials whom they alone choose and who, in theory, are accountable only to them. The Connecticut voters could respond that their state suffers from a lack of spectacular scenery, and that Colorado's represents a valuable treasure that belongs to all Americans. If Colorado residents want higher paying jobs, they are free to move to Connecticut. Connecticut residents want the decision about the National Forests made by elected officials at the federal level, who are, collectively, chosen by all Americans including themselves. How can this dispute be resolved without some preliminary determination on the merits of these two positions? How can the concept of accountability be of assistance when it can be so readily invoked on either side?

Now consider gun control, the substantive issue in both Printz and United States v. Lopez. The voters in Colorado, let us assume, want

53. Richard L. Revesz, Rehabilitating Interstate Competition: Rethinking the "Race-to-the-Bottom" Rationale for Federal Environmental Regulation, 67 N.Y.U. L. REV. 1210, 1233 (1992) argues that states or localities are as likely to protect the environment as the federal government. This position has of course been challenged. See William W. Buzbee, Brownfields, Environmental Federalism, and Institutional Determinism, 21 WM. & MARY ENVTL. L. & POL'Y REV. 1, 27-46 (1997); Kirsten H. Engel, State Environmental Standard-Setting: Is There a "Race" and Is it "To the Bottom"?, 48 HASTINGS L.J. 271 (1997); Peter P. Swire, The Race to Laxity and the Race to Undesirability: Explaining Failures in Competition Among Jurisdictions in Environmental Law, 14 YALE L. & POL'Y REV. 67, 91-94 (1996). The point here, however, is that merely that the federal government and a particular state government are likely to have different policy positions, a point that seems irrefutable since state government positions vary, and federal policy that agrees with one must disagree with the others. Given these differences, the scope of the electorate is clearly of critical importance to the idea that elections achieve accountability. Federalism cannot solve this problem. It simply offers one particular solution, empowering some voters and disenfranchising others.

lenient gun control laws and therefore want the issue of gun control decided by people whom they choose and, again in theory, are accountable to them. They realize that this could lead to more tragedies like Columbine, but they point out that all the Columbine victims were Coloradans, and that they are willing to accept the risk in order to retain their freedom to own guns. The voters in Connecticut, again by assumption, want to have a voice in the decision about gun use in Colorado and therefore want this decision made at the federal level. They assert that Columbine traumatized all Americans and made their own children feel less safe in school. Moreover, the Coloradan children who died at Columbine, and who will die if there are future incidents of this sort in Colorado, are Americans, after all, and although Colorado voters do not want to protect them, they are nonetheless deserving of protection. Perhaps the case for federal control is stronger with respect to National Forests than with respect to gun control, although the gun control debate is essentially similar in structure to the debate over slavery, which plunged the United States into a civil war. Some people will think differently about the two issues, some will think that both should be a matter for the states, and some will think both should be determined on the federal level. But this sort of conflict will be present in virtually every federalism issue. There is no point on which accountability concerns lie only on one side of the debate, and there is thus very little insight to be gained from invoking them, even if they were plausibly involved.

C. What Lies Beneath

As suggested at the outset, the accountability arguments for non-delegation and a unitary executive, although they both recommend increased authority for federal elected officials, are not consistent with each other. The accountability argument for federalism, which recommends invalidation of statutes enacted by federal elected officials in order to protect the jurisdiction of state elected officials, is inconsistent with both. Taken together, these arguments favor increased authority for Congress, the president, and state officials, three groups that regularly compete with each over about allocations of authority. The conflicts and inconsistencies among these various electoral accountability arguments suggest that accountability is not a coherent concept but a fashionable term that judges and scholars are

55. They may also assert that lenient gun laws in Colorado will make it easier for people to bring guns into Connecticut, but let us assume, since this is a hypothetical, that this claim can be proven false, so that Connecticut citizens have a pragmatic claim in one case (we want to see the trees) and a symbolic or moral claim in the other (the gun-toting mayhem in Colorado upsets us).
invoking whenever they have a position which favors elected officials in some way.

If that were true, it would certainly count against the coherence of accountability as a concept, and it might compel one to choose between the rival versions of this concept in specific situations, but it would not, by itself, suggest that all these uses of accountability are ill-advised. It might be the case, for example, that the nondelegation and federalism arguments are weak but that the unitary executive argument stands on a firm foundation and should not be criticized because it conflicts with unconvincing arguments that use the same terminology. In fact, the problem with accountability arguments is more severe. Despite their differing recommendations, electoral accountability arguments are united by a similar vision, a vision that is unacknowledged but that explains why such questionable arguments possess so much contemporary appeal. That vision is a pre-analytic and essentially unrealistic hostility to the government we actually possess — the modern bureaucratic or administrative state.

Let us try to imagine a situation where all three recommendations were accepted, where legislators did not delegate policy decisions, where the president was in direct control of the executive branch, and where the states were largely free of federal interference. What would such a situation look like? Well, it might just look like American government in the 1820s. At that time, indeed, Congress did not delegate extensive authority to executive officials, there were no independent agencies, and there were very few federal incursions on state authority. As modern people, beset by the infinitely complex problems of a mass society, look back upon that time, at least if they are white, it seems simpler, less troubled, and infinitely more appealing. In addition, for Americans, pre-modern government is proximate to the founding of our nation and thus to what we think of as the source of our political legitimacy. Most important of all, there was virtually no administrative governance in the United States. Our attitudes about this mode of governance are generally so negative — the term bureaucracy itself is so close to an imprecation — that any


era where bureaucracy did not exist seems to possess an ineffable charm.\textsuperscript{58}

The nondelegation doctrine is antibureaucratic in its insistence that legislators make all the basic policy decisions in the modern state. Bureaucracy was assimilated into the three-branch model that provides an organizing principle for the Constitution\textsuperscript{59} and that serves as our prevailing metaphor for governmental structure, by treating it as part of the executive.\textsuperscript{60} This means, according to the traditional allocation of responsibility to the three branches, that the bureaucracy, as a whole, is supposed to implement the laws that the legislature passes. If one elevates this metaphor into obligatory doctrine — a position for which there is little historical justification\textsuperscript{61} — one comes

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{60} On the incorporation of the metaphor into the U.S. Constitution, see W.B. GWYN, THE MEANING OF SEPARATION OF POWERS: AN ANALYSIS OF THE DOCTRINE FROM ITS ORIGIN TO THE ADOPTION OF THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION (1965) and PAUL MERRILL SPURLIN, MONTESQUIEU IN AMERICA 1760-1801 (1940).
\item \textsuperscript{61} All that can be said is that the Framers used the three branch model as a heuristic for conceptualizing the structure of government. There is no indication that they intended to give that heuristic any legal force beyond the structural provisions that were explicitly adopted. At the time the Constitution was being drafted, several states, including Virginia and Pennsylvania, had followed the more radical Civil War writers and enacted constitutions that specifically declared the three branches of government to be entirely separate. Bruce A. Ackerman, Liberating Abstraction, 59 U. CHI. L. REV. 317 (1992); Gerhard Casper, An Essay in Separation of Powers: Some Early Versions and Practices, 30 WM. & MARY L. REV. 209 (1989); Louis Fisher, The Allocation of Powers: The Framers' Intent, in SEPARATION OF POWERS IN THE AMERICAN POLITICAL SYSTEM 19 (Barbara B. Knight ed., 1989). The authors of the federal Constitution were certainly aware of these provisions, but they were more immediately concerned about the ineffectiveness of the central government than about its potential threat to liberty and never seriously considered a provision of this sort. Indeed, the First Congress, in which many of them sat, rejected a separation of powers amendment when James Madison, apparently experiencing regrets about his draftsmanship, proposed it together with the Bill of Rights. See 12 PAPERS OF JAMES MADISON 202 (Charles F. Hobson et al. eds., 1984); see also EDWARD DUMBAULD, THE BILL OF RIGHTS AND WHAT IT MEANS TODAY 33-44 (1957); Richard S. Kay, Adherence to The Original Intentions in Constitutional Adjudication: Three Objections and Responses, 82 NW. U. L. REV. 226, 271-72 (1988).
\end{itemize}
to the conclusion that administrative agencies are not supposed to enact laws but only enforce those laws that have been enacted by the legislature. By parallel reasoning, of course, one could also conclude that agencies are not supposed to adjudicate the legal status of individuals.

These positions have been rendered obsolete by the advent of the administrative state; to take them seriously would be to reverse an entire century of political developments and seriously disrupt our political system. In fact, administrative agencies make the majority of our rules and carry out the majority of our adjudications. They constitute the basic, operational structure of modern government, and this role necessarily involves a considerable amount of policymaking. The president and his immediate staff, Congress, and the federal courts function mainly to control and direct the bureaucracy, rather than performing basic governmental operations. They make policy in certain areas, and when they do so, that policy usually prevails, but they could not possibly make all the policy-level decisions that modern government requires.

Proponents of the nondelegation doctrine, fully aware of the irreversibility of administrative government, often insist that their recommendations would not necessarily cause a reduction in the scale of the administrative state, that Congress could make all the basic policy decisions if its members only worked harder, were better informed, and possessed more political resolve. But of course, the nondelegation doctrine would lead to a massive retrenchment of administrative government, beyond anything that any mainstream politician has proposed. For Congress to increase its policymaking activities by such a vast amount would entail vast political costs, and vast monetary costs in staff resources. When costs go up, and the


65. See 1-3 FREDERICK AUGUST VON HAYEK, LAW, LEGISLATION, AND LIBERTY (1973-79); LOWI, supra note 7; SCHOENBROD, supra note 7; Gary Lawson, Delegation and Original Meaning, 88 VA. L. REV. 327 (2002); Lawson, supra note 7.

66. The result of this expenditure, moreover, would be the creation of a vast staff operation, inevitably organized along bureaucratic lines that would be no more accountable to the elected representatives than existing agencies.
scale of the producer's basic operation does not change, the quantity of production will inevitably decline. For these reasons, enforcing the nondelegation doctrine is politically unrealistic, as the federal courts have long recognized and the Supreme Court has recently reconfirmed. Academic writing urging its enforcement is essentially an expression of hostility toward the administrative state.

Proposals for a unitary presidency are less openly hostile to the administrative state but ultimately rest on a similar instinct. These proposals, while acknowledging the crucial role that agencies play in modern government, insist that these agencies must be controlled by the president, as an elected and presumably accountable official. But there is no particular reason why Congress, as our primary policy maker, cannot deploy the device of independence that the Constitution deploys for the judiciary. The mere fact that the president cannot remove the top political appointees, which is the hallmark of independence, does not mean that the agency is out of control. A so-called independent agency is generally subject to Congressional and judicial control to the exact same extent as an executive agency. It is equally subject to control by private parties, both through the legally established mechanisms of the Administrative Procedure Act, and through the informal contacts that one court described as the "bread and butter" of the administrative process. It is even subject to control by the president, through his appointment of the Chair and through his influence as the most important person in the government. The idea that an agency is out of control simply

67. Mistretta v. United States, 488 U.S. 361 (1989); Amalgamated Meat Cutters v. Connally, 337 F. Supp. 737 (D.D.C. 1971). The only statute that was ever struck down on nondelegation grounds was the National Industrial Recovery Act. See A.L.A. Schechter Poultry Corp. v. United States, 295 U.S. 495 (1935); Panama Refining Co. v. Ryan, 293 U.S. 388 (1935). Not only were these decisions handed down by a Court whose decisions are no longer regarded as precedents, but the NIRA was atypical in that it delegated extensive governance authority to private parties as well as executive officials.


70. 5 U.S.C. §§ 551-559, 701-706, 1305, 3105, 4301, 5355, 5372, 7521 (2000). The statute, as amended, incorporates the Freedom of Information Act, see id. § 552, which enables private parties to exercise control by monitoring based on information.


72. See WELBORN, supra note 29; Kagan, supra note 29; Verkuil, supra note 29.
because it is not subject to the direct commands of the chief executive betrays a underlying fearfulness of the administrative process.\textsuperscript{73}

Finally, federalism arguments often possess an equally anti-administrative tone. It is true that shifting authority from the federal government to the states often means shifting authority from a federal to a state administrative agency.\textsuperscript{74} But the growth of administrative government is generally connected to the nationalization process, a connection that is unambiguously true in unitary regimes.\textsuperscript{75} In the United States, regulation tends to be associated with federal incursions into state affairs, and arguments for state autonomy are often couched in quasi-deregulatory terms.

There are at least three reasons for the association between regulation and the federal government. First, in federalism-related conflicts between the federal government and the states, the conflict usually manifests itself when the federal government attempts to regulate either the state itself\textsuperscript{76} or some entity within the state.\textsuperscript{77} To be sure, other federalism cases involve federal legislation establishing court-enforced rights or punishments,\textsuperscript{78} but regulatory

\textsuperscript{73} There are also arguments for a unitary executive based on textual or structural arguments about the president's possession of all executive power. See Miller, \textit{supra} note 8. These are not as anti-administrative in tone, but they do not depend on the idea of accountability and are thus beyond the scope of this discussion.


\textsuperscript{75} See, e.g., \textsc{Ernest Barker}, \textit{The Development of Public Services in Western Europe 1660-1930} (1966); \textsc{Howard G. Brown}, \textit{War, Revolution, and the Bureaucratic State} (1995); \textsc{Samuel P. Huntington}, \textit{Political Order in Changing Societies} (1968); \textsc{Gianfranco Poggi}, \textit{The Development of the Modern State} (1978); \textit{The Formation of National States in Western Europe} (Charles Tilly ed., 1975); \textsc{Eugen Weber}, \textit{Peasants Into Frenchmen: The Modernization of Rural France}, 1870-1914 (1976).

\textsuperscript{76} See, e.g., Bd. of Trs. of the Univ. of Ala. v. Garrett, 531 U.S. 356 (2001) (effort to apply federal labor regulation regarding disabled workers to state employees struck down on federalism grounds); New York v. United States, 505 U.S. 144 (1992) (effort to regulate disposal of radioactive waste by compelling states to create facilities within their borders struck down on federalism grounds); Gregory v. Ashcroft, 501 U.S. 452 (1991) (effort to apply federal labor regulation involving retirement age to state judges rejected by interpreting statute in light of federalist principles); Nat'l League of Cities v. Usery, 426 U.S. 833 (1976) (effort to apply federal labor regulation involving minimum wages to state employees struck down on federalism grounds).

\textsuperscript{77} See, e.g., Solid Waste Agency v. U.S. Army Corps of Eng'rs, 531 U.S. 159 (2001) (effort to regulate disruption of water used by migratory birds rejected by interpreting statute in light of federalism principles); Hammer v. Dagenhart, 247 U.S. 251 (1918) (effort to regulate ages at which children could be employed in a factory struck down on federalism grounds).

\textsuperscript{78} See, e.g., United States v. Morrison, 529 U.S. 598 (2000) (statute granting victims of gender-oriented crime the right to sue for money damages struck down on federalism grounds); City of Boerne v. Flores, 521 U.S. 507 (1997) (statute requiring courts to strike down infringements on free exercise unless supported by a compelling state interest struck
cases predominate. Second, while the federal government does not necessarily take the lead in developing administrative programs, it generally finds itself in the role of imposing regulations on the less progressive states, and often on the majority of states. Given the variations in state adoption of regulatory programs, there will almost always be some states that have not acted by the time the federal legislation passes. The impact of the legislation on these states will be more salient than its lack of impact on the states that have already enacted similar legislation. Third, and closely related to the second, many states are simply too small to develop and operate the kinds of regulatory programs that the federal government imposes. Some thirty American states have fewer than five million people. Program drafting and design costs tend to be somewhat constant, rather than varying with scale, and these states, particularly given the American reluctance to tax, will often find themselves unable to initiate regulation on their own.

To summarize, accountability arguments for nondelegation, a unitary executive, and federalism may seem to be inconsistent because these arguments recommend increased authority for groups of elected officials who may be in conflict with each other. But all these arguments possess an underlying unity in their hostility to modern administrative government. The conflict among their beneficiaries can be resolved if all three groups of elected officials gain power at the expense of the bureaucracy. Nondelegation can be viewed as a transfer of authority from the bureaucracy to Congress, a unitary executive can be viewed as a transfer of authority from independent agencies to the president, and federalism can be viewed as a transfer of authority from federal administrators to elected state officials. What underlies accountability arguments for in these three areas, therefore, is a nostalgic desire for the days when elected officials were the primary governmental actors, and administrative agencies were nascent or, even better, nonexistent. This is an unrealistic and indeed irrational impulse, however. Deregulation is certainly possible in certain areas, but modern government cannot function without extensive reliance on administrative agencies. Given the scale and


81. Indeed, sometimes there will be no impact at all on the more regulation-oriented states, because the federal statute will defer to states that have already adopted an equivalent or higher level of regulation.
complexity of the tasks to be accomplished, moreover, any effort to decrease such reliance by transferring authority away from agencies will merely lead to the creation of new bureaucratic structures in Congress, the White House, state government, or any other recipient of such authority, without altering the essential reality of the modern administrative state.

II. ACCOUNTABILITY AND DEVOLUTION

The second major category of accountability arguments that appear in modern political science and legal scholarship is that related to the devolution of authority from the central government to local institutions or to private persons. These arguments can also be divided into two separate sub-categories, the first focusing more on politics, and the second focusing on the enforcement process. The political one, sometimes identified with the idea of federalism and sometimes with the idea of participatory democracy, argues that local institutions are more accountable to the people than centralized ones and that devolution of power to such institutions will therefore improve the quality of government. The enforcement subcategory argues that private institutions and individuals can be accountable for their own behavior, and that the government's efforts to enforce the law should allow people to play an active role. Again, these two arguments will be considered in turn.

A. Political Devolution: Federalism, Decentralization, and Participatory Democracy

Accountability arguments for the devolution of authority from the central government to localities are based on the idea that a political entity that governs a small group of people can be more readily controlled by those people than one that governs a larger group. In other words, small governmental units are more accountable to their constituents. Implicit in this claim are at least three different thoughts. First, a government is more accountable to those it governs if it is small, because it will need to be more attentive to the concerns of its constituency. Second, a government is more accountable to those it governs if the governed group is small, because the members of this group can communicate more readily with each other, and more

---

readily organize political action. Third, a government is more accountable to those it governs if its decisionmakers are physically closer to those whom it governs, because such proximity causes the government to be more attentive and facilitates communication from the constituency.

These arguments, it should be noted, are distinct from the arguments about the accountability of elected officials that were discussed in the previous section. They would apply even if the central government were controlled by elected officials and, indeed, even if the local government were not. The central government's lack of accountability, according to this view, comes from its size, the tremendous physical and organizational distance that separates the leaders of continent-wide nation of three hundred million people from any of its citizens. The asserted accountability of local officials is not necessarily based on elections but can result from the familiarity of the officials with their constituents and their vulnerability to personal influence or organized protests by those constituents. While it might be argued that an elected local government is more accountable than a non-elected one, the devolution argument allows for other forms of accountability that function on the local level.

It should also be noted that devolution arguments are distinct from federalism and rely only on the more general principle of decentralization. One reason for this is the obvious one that federalism protects the rights of regional political entities — states, in the American system — rather than localities. Regional governments, however, do not display the small-scale features on which the devolution argument depends. A more general reason is that devolution, or decentralization, is a managerial policy that does not depend on the kind of rights that federalism guarantees. Of course, the policy might be more difficult to alter if it were secured by a right, but that is a very different consideration. Many policies that are widely regarded as desirable, such as unemployment compensation, environmental protection, or the regulation of securities markets, are not secured by rights because they lack the moral texture that rights seem to possess and because the considerations that support them might change in the future. Localism seems to belong in this category because arguments for it are almost exclusively functional, not moral, and because these arguments could conceivably change, perhaps as a result of the Internet.

Whatever the virtues of localism, the concept of accountability provides very little support for it. The main difficulty with it involves salience. How many people pay much attention to the political events

83. See supra note 41 (citing sources for the distinction between federalism and decentralization).
that occur in their locality? To begin with, many Americans pay relatively little attention to politics at any level; they may have some strongly held beliefs, but their levels of knowledge and their levels of participation are extremely low.\footnote{See Ruy A. Teixeira, The Disappearing American Voter (1992); G. Bingham Powell, Jr., American Voter Turnout in Comparative Perspective, in Controversies in Voting Behavior 56 (Richard G. Niemi & Herbert F. Weisberg eds., 3d ed. 1993). For classic statements of this point, see Walter Lippmann, The Phantom Public (1925), and Joseph A. Schumpeter, Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy (1942).} One reason for this is that many political issues in a modern administrative state are technical and complex, which not only makes them seem daunting but also dull. Another is that people have so many other sources of stimulation these days, including movies, television, recorded music, spectator sports, participatory sports, the Internet, and convenient travel. Most of these activities, moreover, tend to draw one's attention away from the locality. The entertainment industry is national; the Internet connects people to those with similar interests anywhere in the world; spectator sports often involve professional or Division I college teams that draw fans from large geographic areas.

Even when people are interested in politics, it is often politics at the state or national level. For many people, large-scale politics are much more interesting, because of the issues involved or the sense of significance that they convey. One simply cannot save the blue whale, protect Israel, privatize social security, or eliminate abortion through actions taken in one's own community. While a person can undertake local actions to oppose abortion or protect the environment or alleviate hunger or improve education in a single school, the positions that people formulate on issues such as these are often conceived in comprehensive or national terms. Social movements that generate relatively high levels of political involvement are generally national in scope.\footnote{For general definitions of social movements, see Donatella della Porta & Mario Diani, Social Movements: An Introduction (1999); Barbara Epstein, Political Protest and Cultural Revolution: Nonviolent Direct Action in the 1970s and 1980s (1991); and Joel F. Handler, Social Movements and the Legal System: A Theory of Law Reform and Social Change (1978).} This is readily explained by either of the two dominant explanatory theories for these movements, the American or resource-mobilization approach, and the Continental, or identity-oriented approach.\footnote{For discussions of the difference between these two approaches, see Jean L. Cohen, Strategy or Identity: New Theoretical Paradigms and Contemporary Social Movements, 52 Soc. Res. 663 (1985); Bert Klandermans, New Social Movements and Resource Mobilization: The European and American Approach Revisited, in Research on Social Movements: The State of the Art in Western Europe and the USA 17 (Dieter Rucht ed., 1991); and Sidney Tarrow, Comparing Social Movement Participation in Western Europe and the United States: Problems, Uses, and a Proposal for Synthesis, in Research on Social Movements, supra at 392.} According to the resource-mobilization approach, social movements are generated by leaders using a variety of instrumentally
rational strategies such as fundraising, dramatic events, and media access. Clearly, these sorts of activities are best organized on the national level and often depend on their ability to draw support from a large number of widely dispersed people for their effectiveness. According to the identity approach, social movements spring from people's changing self-conceptions, from trends within civil society that generate new opinions and beliefs. Again, such ideological transformations tend to occur on a society-wide level, and most social movements, unless they have overwhelming support, can only flourish by uniting all the widely dispersed people who have developed a novel self-conception.

There is, moreover, a close interconnection between the national character of people's nonpolitical interests and the kinds of political interests they develop. As just noted, entertainment in our society — motion pictures, television, popular music, spectator sports — is often national in scope. As a result, the common inclination to treat politics as a form of entertainment, as a set of contests one watches on television reinforces the tendency to focus on national, rather than local politics. The dominance of the representation principle in electoral politics that was discussed in the preceding section, that is, the tendency of people to vote for the sort of person they want without detailed consideration of the issues, reflects a similarly entertainment-oriented, nonpolitical approach to politics, because people are more entertaining and comprehensible than issues. This also orients the average citizen toward national politics, since it is national figures who receive media attention and thereby become identifiable. Most Americans know who the president is, and many
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know their senators or representatives, but how many know even the names of their town supervisors or local legislators?90

If people fail to attend to local politics, the devolution of political authority to local entities cannot produce decisionmaking that is more accountable to those subject to the decision. Rather, decisions taken at the local level will be opaque to their subjects. They will be low-visibility events, because they are not reported in the media that people watch and do not involve the issues that people regularly follow. Instead of being controlled by ordinary citizens, these decisions will be controlled by local elites, that is, those who are already in control and thereby benefit from the devolution of additional authority, or those who are unusually motivated to participate because they have a high economic stake in the outcomes of local decisions. Studies of local government suggest that there may be several different elites competing with each other for control,91 but these will be elites nonetheless and not the mass of ordinary citizens that would support an accountability argument for devolution.92

Robert Putnam's *Bowling Alone* provides an historical explanation of this present reality.93 According to Putnam, the American people's sense of social solidarity, their level of participation in all aspects of political and civil society, has been declining precipitously in recent years. We have less contact with our neighbors, we join fewer organizations, we spend less time socializing with our friends, and we often go bowling alone. The culprits are suburbanization, an obsessive dependence on automobiles, and the increasing influence of the mass media, most notably television.94 Putnam paints a grim picture of

---

90. Similar observations about the low salience of state elections have been raised in connection with the idea that state judges should be elected so that they will be accountable to the electorate. See, e.g., PHILIP L. DUBOIS, FROM BALLOT TO BENCH: JUDICIAL ELECTIONS AND THE QUEST FOR ACCOUNTABILITY (1980); Alex B. Long, “Stop Me Before I Vote for This Judge Again”: Judicial Conduct Organizations, Judicial Accountability, and the Disciplining of Elected Judges, 106 W. VA. L. REV. 1 (2003); Thomas R. Phillips, Electoral Accountability and Judicial Independence, 64 OHIO ST. L.J. 137 (2003); see also Glenn R. Winters, Selection of Judges — An Historical Introduction, 44 TEX. L. REV. 1081, 1082-83 (1966).

91. See ROBERT A. DUL, WHO GOVERNS?: DEMOCRACY AND POWER IN AN AMERICAN CITY (1961); FLOYD HUNTER, COMMUNITY POWER STRUCTURE (1953); NELSON W. POLSBY, COMMUNITY POWER AND POLITICAL THEORY (1963).


94. Putnam's idea that television destroys political and social culture is shared by many other commentators. See, e.g., COLLINS & SKOVER, supra note 89, at 9, 13 ("Both
modern society, but it is difficult to imagine how it could be reversed. The causes he identifies are not likely to be abolished or even abated for the foreseeable future. Indeed, contemporary demographic trends emphasize their inevitability. Putnam identifies several states that continue to display the sort of communal life he asserts we are losing, such as North Dakota, South Dakota, Montana and Vermont. He identifies several other states that typify contemporary political disconnection and social dissociation, such as Nevada, Texas, Georgia and Florida. The fact that people, particularly young people, are fleeing from Putnam's genial, well-integrated states to those he identifies as cauldrons of anomie suggests that the trends he observes will continue, as well as raises the question whether the experience of modernity is quite as miserable as Putnam suggests.

The important point is that small-town America is largely gone. The kinds of localities that could exercise increased authority in an accountable manner have been ripped apart by skeins of superhighways, telecommunications networks, and the mass media. Local jurisdictions that would serve as the recipients of devolved authority are no longer self-contained towns, surrounded by ten thousand acres of farmland or forest, but segments of suburban and exurban sprawls demarcated by invisible and arbitrary legal lines. In the modern world, these localities are no more salient than the technical issues that confront elected officials. Thus, they are of little use for increasing the accountability of government, and, in fact devolution of government decisions to this level are more likely to increase its opacity.

The accountability argument for devolution of authority to local governments is conceptually connected to the principle of participatory democracy, as opposed to the principle of federalism. That is, devolution has nothing to do with the rights of states, qua states, and little to do with the rights of any governmental entity but rather draws its conceptual force from the idea that citizen participation is essential if democracy is to prosper, or perhaps even

---

95. PUTNAM, supra note 93, at 287-363.


97. Id. at 12 (“The 219 million people living in metropolitan areas in 1999 accounted for 80 percent of all people living in the United States.”). See Briffault, Our Localism, supra note 52; Briffault, Contemporary Federalism, supra note 41.
survive. Participatory democracy is a very fashionable idea these days, but it presents rather formidable difficulties when considered from either a descriptive or prescriptive point of view. Descriptively, the difficulty is the one just given: people in modern American society are generally nonparticipants, particularly in politics. As Putnam has observed, there is an increasing trend toward an atomized social existence, linked to the outside world through passive media such as television. We simply cannot rely on participation at the local level to provide accountability for government. In fact, the devolution of authority to local governments may well produce the opposite effect. If only a minority of Americans in any given locale choose to participate in politics, effective participation may require that this relatively small and generally dispersed group be aggregated at the national level if it is to be effective. For example, the number of people in any locality who are concerned about distant environmental disasters like the destruction of the rain forests or the extinction of the baleen whales is likely to be quite small, too small to influence any public official. It is only when all these dispersed people manage to combine into a nationwide movement that they can generate the resources and obtain the media attention that is necessary to influence public policy.

Participatory democracy fares no better as a normative idea. Imposing a moral or legal obligation on people to participate in government conflicts with our basic commitment to liberty, as Bruce Ackerman points out. Citizens should be free, if they choose, to be politically inactive, and they should be safe from being reviled as unpatriotic or from being oppressed for failing to protect their interests, if they make that choice. Of course, if government becomes oppressive, if it denies all the people civil liberties or permits mistreatment of an unpopular minority, citizens may have a moral obligation to resist, perhaps even to engage in open disobedience at the risk of their lives, liberty or livelihoods. But one of the greatest


gifts that a well-ordered, morally just regime can grant its citizens is exemption from such onerous demands. However inspiring it may be to see people take great risks for freedom and justice, the need to risk one's very existence in this world to secure these benefits that every human being deserves is simply awful. The devolution of authority to local government in the interest of accountability, by relying on participation to control decisions that were originally made at another level, denies people the liberty that they deserve from such demands and effectively punishes people for their nonparticipation.

None of this is to suggest that local communities never become mobilized about a given issue, or that local governments are never held accountable. Such events occur, and they may count as some of the more dramatic cases of political participation in our governmental system. But the accountability argument for devolution of authority to local governments cannot rest on intermittent eruptions of political involvement, no matter how dramatic. Rather, the argument depends on continual involvement and constant vigilance of local populations, their ability to monitor the quotidian decisions that constitute the bulk of virtually every assignment of government authority. Without such vigilance, the devolution of authority to local government will, on the whole and with few exceptions, decrease government accountability.

B. Devolution to Private Parties: The Enforcement Process

Unlike the accountability arguments for political devolution, the accountability arguments for devolution to private parties do not focus on the structure of government but rather on the government's relationship to citizens. These arguments begin with the recognition, which other accountability arguments so often ignore, deny, or condemn, that enforcement of public policy directives is a crucial task of modern government. The basic idea is that enforcement will be more effective, that it will better accomplish its ultimate purpose, if private parties, whether organizations or individuals, are accountable for their own actions. Such accountability can be achieved by transferring, or devolving, power from administrative agencies and other governmental institutions to these private parties. Thus,

100. That is not to say that this literature is restricted to administrative agencies. It also discusses courts and legislatures. See, e.g., Vicki Schultz, Reconceptualizing Sexual Harassment, 107 YALE L.J. 1683 (1998); Susan Sturm, Second Generation Employment Discrimination: A Structural Approach, 101 COLUM. L. REV. 458 (2001). The point is simply that this literature, unlike other bodies of legal scholarship, takes agencies fully into account and gives them their proper place in modern government.

101. JOHN BRAITHWAITE, RESTORATIVE JUSTICE & RESPONSIVE REGULATION (2002); BRENT FISSE & JOHN BRAITHWAITE, CORPORATIONS, CRIME, AND ACCOUNTABILITY (1993); MARTHA MINOW, PARTNERS, NOT RIVALS: PRIVATIZATION AND THE PUBLIC GOOD (2002); L. David Brown & Mark H. Moore, Accountability, Strategy and International Nongovernmental Organizations, 30 NONPROFIT & VOLUNTARY SECTOR
accountability arguments for enforcement devolution recommend that classic command-and-control regulations be replaced with a more cooperative and collaborative approach. The resulting mode of governance is sometimes described as New Public Governance, or the post-regulatory state.

Arguments for devolving enforcement to private parties draw on some of the most convincing and illuminating insights in modern social science. Human behavior and human institutions, we have learned, are enormously complex. They are grounded on an intersubjective process that creates the interpretive framework, or structure of meaning, that makes individual thought possible, and that generates social institutions. These institutions then become part of the intersubjective process by which new interpretive frameworks and structures of meaning are created. Thus, social scientists are beginning to connect the growth and operation of institutions with the internal experience of individuals, demonstrating that individual motivation and construction of meaning generate institutions and that institutions affect individual motivation and meaning. Much of this process occurs in civil society, that is, in the set of interactive relationships among people that is separate from either the economic or political systems. Rejecting the Hobbesian view that society is essentially political and the Marxian view that society is essentially economic, modern social scientists have revealed the truly social character of the process that underlies all human behavior and human institutions.

One of the most important lessons that has been derived from these insights is that neither individual nor institutional behavior can be readily altered by simple government ukase. The intersubjective processes of civil society are generally too robust to be effectively controlled in this manner, particularly in an open, nonrepressive


system like our own. Sometimes government commands will provoke resistance because they conflict with personal attitudes, institutional structures and patterns of meaning in civil society. More often, they will be ignored or reinterpreted in a manner that undermines their intended purpose. To be sure, the government can impose sanctions on those who violate its commands, but sanctions are too costly, both politically and economically, to be relied on in the face of widespread noncompliance.

On the basis of these insights, social scientists and legal scholars have begun to develop new approaches to the implementation of social policy and administrative programs. This literature is too subtle and complex to be briefly summarized, but it will be enough for present purposes to note some of its major themes. First, it argues that effective implementation cannot be based on commands issued by a government agency that emerge from the agency's own needs and modes of thought, without paying any attention to the subjects of the program. Rather, the agency must take cognizance of the organizational structure of the firm, or the meaning structure of the individual. Second, the best way to take cognizance of these complex matters is to open a dialogue with the firm or individual, to learn about them through what Weber called verstehn, or empathetic understanding. Third, in order to implement the program, to obtain compliance with its essential features, the firm or individual should be allowed to play an active role in the implementation process. This is

104. The vigor of the black market in the Soviet Union suggests that even enormously repressive regimes have difficulty controlling people by direct command. See JANOS KORNAI, THE SOCIALIST SYSTEM (1992).


partially achieved by the dialogue established by the agency but more effectively pursued by allowing the firm or individual to develop its own strategies for compliance. Fourth, these strategies will be most effective if the firm or individual internalizes them, that is, absorbs them into its meaning structure so that they become part of its mode of operation or existence. Fifth, this process can be tied into the layered or interactive character of civil society. Instead of interacting directly with the subject, in the manner just described, the agency can interact with an intermediate institution, and that institution, once it has developed and internalized a compliance strategy, can then interact with the subject. In doing so, it can use the same process, often in a more subtle and effective manner than the agency. In summary, new approaches to implementation often devolve the authority to devise implementation techniques to the subject or to an intermediate institution.

There is widespread enthusiasm for implementation programs of this sort at present. Several have already been enacted into law, while others now serve as a modus operandi for administrative agencies. The U.S. Organizational Sentencing Guidelines, adopted in 1991, recommend greatly reduced penalties for corporate violations if the corporation has developed and implemented its own program for enforcing ethical business conduct. The Guidelines list minimum requirements for an effective program, including promulgating a written code, communicating the code to employees, establishing monitoring systems to detect violations, encouraging employees to report such violations, responding to any violations that are detected, and taking all reasonable steps to prevent future violations. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, passed in response to the Enron scandal, relies heavily on the Guidelines, requiring that all companies subject to the Act file reports describing their internal ethics codes and increasing the penalties for firms that fail to meet the criteria specified in the Guidelines.

The term accountability is sometimes used to describe the subject's reaction in this New Public Governance mode of implementation. The subject, it is said, becomes accountable for its actions by participating in the implementation process. Rather than being told what to do, the firm or individual develops its own approach, through an open dialogue with the agency, and then takes responsibility for


109. See supra note 105 (citing sources).
implementing or internalizing the approach that it developed. Thus, there has been a devolution of authority from the implementing agency to the subject. Rather than being given a command to end discrimination or control unethical business practices, the firm is invited to develop its own strategy and is described as becoming accountable for either the strategy itself or the results that it achieves. Similarly, rather than simply being subject to a prescribed punishment, a miscreant individual may be invited to propose a plan for altering his behavior and then be described as having become accountable for either the plan or the behavior.\(^{110}\)

To describe implementation programs of this sort in terms of accountability is usually inaccurate and potentially dangerous as well. The firms and individuals who are subject to these programs are not being made accountable for their own actions or making their own choices; they are being manipulated by the administrative state. These modern implementation strategies may be more effective, but if so, they are effective because they get inside the firm's internal structure, or the individual's head, and alter their behavior to achieve a collectively established social purpose. Far from granting the subject autonomy or making it accountable for its own actions, they undermine its will to resist, making it an accomplice in the governmental effort to control it.\(^{111}\) The devolution of authority is set within a larger framework of continued supervision. Of course, there may be no supervision, but in that case, there is no accountability in any real sense.\(^{112}\) This is also dangerous, as it misleads us into thinking that the firm is being supervised or controlled, while in actuality it can violate applicable public norms with impunity.

If the subject firm or individual is truly accountable to the implementing agency in the standard bureaucratic sense that it must answer for disobedience, then it will be punished if it does not behave

---


\(^{112}\) Michael Trebilcock and Edward Iacobucci argue that the market provides accountability for private firms because of the discipline imposed by market competition, so that accountability can be achieved without any supervision. Supra note 101, at 1447-51. But, while there are certainly issues of bureaucratic accountability within the hierarchical structure of every firm of significant size, see Richard M. Cyert & James G. March, A Behavioral Theory of the Firm (1963); Oliver E. Williamson, Markets and Hierarchies: Analysis and Antitrust Implications (1975), market competition does not make the firm answerable to anyone; it is simply a constraint on its actions which sometimes works to the benefit of consumers and sometimes works to their detriment. Their claim is equivalent to saying that Newton's laws of motion make drivers accountable to pedestrians.
the way the agency wants. It is true that what the agency wants has become less specific and more rational in the New Public Governance Model. Instead of identifying a goal, choosing the implementation strategy it thinks will work, and then requiring the subject to obey that implementation strategy, whether it works or not, the agency now identifies a goal, lets the subject choose part or all of the implementation strategy, and evaluates the success of its efforts by determining whether or not it has achieved its goal. But this does not alter the basic reality that the agency is imposing a particular goal on the firm or individual. It simply means that instead of making unnecessary and possibly counterproductive demands for compliance, it can now avoid making these demands because it has the sophistication to get inside the subject and enlist it in achieving the agency's objectives.

Consider the example of combating drug abuse through treatment and rehabilitation programs that ask the individual to propose his own strategy for getting and staying off drugs.\textsuperscript{113} Such programs are undoubtedly more humane than incarceration without treatment, and they are almost certainly more effective. They exist, however, in a context where the government is compelling the individual — albeit in a more humane and effective way — to do what the government wants, not what the individual wants. It is possible that the individual really does want to stop using drugs and welcomes criminal culpability as a means of compensating for a weakness of the will. More often, however, what the individual wants is to be in the same situation regarding his chemical stimulant of choice as alcohol users are regarding theirs, namely to be able to indulge his habit cheaply, safely, and in peace. Society, in its collective wisdom, has decided that he may not do so, however. Given this prohibition of his real desires, the addict probably prefers the rehabilitation program to incarceration, but that does not mean that he has been made accountable or responsible for his actions. Rather, he has been compelled and given a choice about the method of compulsion.

To be sure, the subject of the implementation program may ultimately accept the government's goal as its own. That is certainly the intention, and it is certainly the most effective implementation strategy, since compliance will then be voluntary and require far fewer government resources to achieve the same results. But one must be careful about the way one characterizes this process, since it poses real dangers. Our theory of government is based, at least in part, on the idea that people's views are exogenous to their interaction with the government, that the government is supposed to respond to their

desires, not create them. Our electoral process provides some guarantee that the new implementation techniques will be used to support collective purposes and against only those firms and individuals who violate those purposes. Nonetheless, a large enough number of actions taken at the individualized level can have systemic consequences, so that governmental action directed against those actions can serve as a means of altering widely held beliefs. One does not need to endorse Genet's view of the criminal as an existential hero\textsuperscript{114} to perceive a real danger in the government's ability to alter collective norms through individualized sanctions.

The danger can be highlighted by considering Pavlovian thought reform, an early but still important effort to achieve voluntary compliance from a recalcitrant subject. Although Pavlov is associated, in the popular mind, with having trained dogs to salivate at the sound of a bell, he did not discover this technique but was simply using it to produce saliva for his experiments on digestion. What he did discover was that, when he rescued his dogs from near death in a flood, their conditioned reflex was gone. Further experimentation revealed that the application of stress, if continued long enough, could extirpate a good deal of learned behavior and leave the subject ready to be taught new behaviors by the experimenter.\textsuperscript{115} Use of this technique on human beings in the Soviet Union and China revealed that the stress had to be applied beyond the point when the subject ceased resisting and said what he thought he was supposed to say, and up to the point when the subject ceased thinking for himself, and asked his interlocutor what he was supposed to think.\textsuperscript{116}

It is not hard to imagine a variant of this technique being used with a recalcitrant firm. Implementation theorists have suggested that the most effective strategy that an agency can use to obtain compliance from a large group of regulated entities is the "nice" strategy of Tit for Tat, which applies punishment only in response to disobedience and ceases as soon as the disobedient behavior stops.\textsuperscript{117} In a case of
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genuine recalcitrance, however, the agency might begin imposing sanctions and then continue imposing them until there is a breakdown in the structure of the firm and a new structure could be put in place. This is essentially what happened in the prison reform cases that the federal courts decided during the 1970s and 1980s, where the federal courts imposed a set of constitutional standards on state prisons. Confronted with recalcitrant state prisons, the judges moved from case-by-case adjudication to continuous monitoring. Retaining jurisdiction of the initial claim, sometimes for as long as a decade, they imposed a continuing stream of orders and sanctions until the old system simply broke down, the warden retired, and new officials who would voluntarily comply with the constitutional standards were installed in his stead. By that point, the prison had, through a process of internal reform triggered by the stress of judicial supervision, become a different institution.\(^{118}\)

There is probably nothing objectionable about what the federal courts did in the prison cases. Prisons are public institutions that do not themselves have rights, and the prisons that were the subject of this intensive supervision were imposing truly barbarous treatment on individuals who, despite their incarcerated status, did have rights. The mere fact that the approach used by the courts can be analogized to Pavlovian thought reform does not render it invalid. But it cannot truly be said that the prisons became accountable for their actions or took responsibility for them. Rather, these institutions were transformed by a severe and effective method, a method that reflects sophisticated current thinking about governmental implementation strategies.

It is theoretically possible that administrative agencies or other public institutions would encourage genuine accountability on the part of private actors. To do so, they would need to abandon their fixed commitments to particular goals, as well as to particular techniques, and open themselves to a genuine dialogue about the purposes that regulation was designed to achieve. This would make the private actor an equal partner in the regulatory enterprise, rather than a subject to

---

be manipulated, however subtly. But government agencies are unlikely to adopt this approach, and it would not be normatively desirable for them to do so. Agencies are part of a hierarchically organized government apparatus that transmits goals and expectations from one level to another, a system of superiors and subordinates where subordinates are held accountable in the true, bureaucratic sense of this term. It is not likely that a subordinate official could tell his superior, or his superior tell the president or a congressional committee, that he had changed the purpose of the regulatory program after consultation with the subjects of the regulation. Moreover, these purposes represent the collective decisions of a democratic government. They are not typically selected by the voters, for reasons described above, but they are selected by elected officials who represent the voters. To allow those purposes to be so readily undermined would raise much more serious normative problems than are raised by the flexible strategies that modern implementation theory recommends. In summary, the devolution of enforcement to private parties has certain virtues as a governance technique, but describing it as making those parties accountable either conceals government manipulation of behavior behind a façade of apparent cooperation, or threatens to undermine the collective goals that the government is morally entitled to pursue.

C. What Lies Beneath

Accountability arguments for devolution of authority to local government or private parties are distinctly different from each other, but they spring from the same source, and that source is the same as the source that unites electoral accountability arguments for nondelegation, the unitary executive and federalism. It is an abiding hostility toward the administrative state, a desire to deny or dissipate its all-too-evident reality. The idea of accountability serves as an alternative to administration in these arguments; if local governments or private persons are accountable for their actions, then they do not require the sort of regulation, or ongoing supervision, that has fueled the expansion of modern bureaucracy. As before, this is not to say that devolving authority to local government or private parties are necessarily bad ideas, but rather that these ideas must rest on other grounds, and cannot be bolstered by arguments based on accountability. Use of the accountability concept in these contexts is alluring, but because it is essentially political escapism, it will ultimately mislead us, encouraging the adoption of policies that will

119. Even flexible strategies may raise serious concerns that need to be addressed. For an attempt to do so, see FEELEY & RUBIN, supra note 41, at 362-88.
produce effects quite different from those we seek when we invoke accountability.

The idea that devolving authority to local government will increase accountability does not appear to be anti-administrative on its face. After all, the authority might be transferred to localities from elected officials at the state or federal level, that is, from precisely those officials who were described above as the beneficiaries of our anti-administrative instincts. For example, one could recommend, in theory, that the increased responsibility for making public policy—having been transferred to Congress, or the president, or state officials on accountability grounds by the nondelegation doctrine, the unitary executive idea, or federalism—should now be transferred to local officials on the same grounds. But accountability arguments for transfer of authority to elected officials generally envision that the authority will rest with these officials. The arguments favor elected officials because they are selected by a process of collective choice, not because they can serve as a convenient way station for some further transfer of authority. As discussed above, these arguments are fanciful, but the one bit of realism they contain is that they recognize the national character of modern politics. To abandon that recognition is to descend into an even deeper political fantasy. It is truly difficult to imagine that local governments could make basic decisions regarding foreign policy, monetary policy, or even agriculture policy, particularly by some means that could be described as accountable to their citizens, and that these local decisions could be somehow aggregated into national action.

In fact, hardly anyone argues for the devolution of high-level policy making, of the sort that elected officials are supposed to formulate, to local entities. Accountability arguments regarding high-level policy typically seek to transfer authority to elected officials at the national level, specifically Congress and the president, in the manner that was discussed above; at their furthest reach, these arguments recommend transfer of authority to elected state officials. Recommendations to devolve government authority to local government almost always refer to administrative authority, the authority to implement public policy or to establish policy relating to more local matters, such as policing, health care, welfare, housing, or education. Because these functions are typically carried out by administrative agencies at the state or federal level, their devolution to localities represents the transfer of authority from administrative agencies, and accountability arguments in their favor convey a distinctly anti-administrative tone.

Just as it is possible to imagine that the devolution to localities is not anti-administrative because it represents a transfer of authority from elected officials, it is possible to imagine that it is not anti-administrative because the local organizations to which authority is
transferred would be essentially administrative in character. This has a certain realism to it, particularly when the locality is a place like New York City or Los Angeles. But in fact, the devolution of authority to localities and certainly the accountability arguments in favor of such devolution typically do not envision bureaucratic agencies as the recipients of the transferred authority. Indeed, they do not typically imagine New York or L.A. as the localities. What is typically envisioned is the transfer of authority to a relatively simple structure in a relatively small locality. This is the only situation where the newly exercised authority could be reasonably regarded as transparent to the citizens, and thus represent an increase in accountability.

The reasons why increased accountability is unlikely to result from this scenario have been discussed above. The further point that is being argued here is that the entire concept is inherently anti-administrative and is suspect on that basis. It is sustained by the desire to escape the administrative structure of modern government and to implement public policy through simple, small-scale structures that communicate directly with the governed. There is thus a strong link between the idea of devolving authority to localities and the essentially antiadministrative idea of communitarianism. Both these notions envision small, self-contained political entities, where people's attention is focused on local events and people's energies are directed to participation in those events. It is an idyll of small-town America, a pastoral vision that beckons to us from our nostalgia for a bygone, non-administrative past.

Clearly, there is a close, albeit complex, relationship between bureaucratization and scale. Large institutions, at least in the modern world, are almost always organized bureaucratically, while small ones can be organized on different principles, some of which may render them more accountable to those they serve. The devolution of authority to local authorities can thus be viewed as an alternative to bureaucratization. It is also an invitation to nostalgia. During the early Middle Ages, Europe was divided into rather large political entities — the Holy Roman Empire, France, the Angevin


Empire, and England. But the administrative apparatus needed to govern entities of this size was beyond the reach of Europeans at the time. Instead, control was decentralized through the device of feudalism, which granted virtual autonomy to subsidiary units in exchange for loyalty to the regime. This complementary relationship between bureaucracy and devolution continues to the present day. Bureaucratization follows almost inevitably from large-scale institutions, and the devolution of authority to smaller units represents the only realistic possibility of avoiding it. Such devolution, for reasons already discussed, will not lead to any real increases in accountability. The claim that it will, however, gains increased appeal from the implicit understanding that devolution is an alternative to the administrative state.

The inclination to describe flexible implementation techniques in terms of accountability also reflects an abiding discomfort or hostility to the realities of the administrative state. If flexible implementation truly made the private parties involved accountable for their actions, then the process could not properly be described as regulation. Rather, it would be a truly collaborative enterprise, where individualized interactions replaced hierarchy and a spirit of benign camaraderie replaced the instrumental rationality of the Weberian state. This seems appealing at first, and all sorts of positive terms such as cooperation, mutual respect, egalitarianism, and open mindedness come to mind as descriptions of it. The difficulty is that this approach

122. Europe was also divided into a welter of smaller political entities. What defined the large ones, however, was that they all recognized the authority of a single king or Emperor. See JANET L. NELSON, POLITICS AND RITUAL IN EARLY MEDIEVAL EUROPE (1986).


124. The problem, of course, is that such avoidance comes at an unacceptably high cost. In medieval Europe’s case, it cost a thousand years of internal disorder and bloodshed; in our case, it leads to the abandonment of our collective goals, the dismantling of the welfare state, and a probable descent into that same condition of disorder.

125. See, for example, Trebilcock & Iacobucci, supra note 101, at 1448-49, which argues against public supervision of firms by declaring that government bureaucracy involves “rigid job classification systems, lockstep and seniority-based systems of promotion, a lack of pecuniary or nonpecuniary reward systems for superior individual performance or for innovative or productivity-enhancing ideas, high levels of job security, rigid line-item budget constraints, budgeting cycles that entail forfeiture of unspent monies and reduced future budget allocations that create incentives to ‘move the money’ at the end of the cycle — in general, a web of bureaucratic red tape driven by concerns over process and inputs and not outcomes.” This tirade is not only overstated — and recognized since 1932 as applicable to private firms as well, see ADOLPH BERLE & GARDINER MEANS, THE MODERN CORPORATION AND PRIVATE PROPERTY (1991) — but largely beside the point. The accountability issue is not whether private firms are taken over and run as government institutions, but whether they are regulated.
to governance represents a major retrenchment of our ability to achieve collective goals. The majority would no longer be able to deploy the machinery of government to impose its desires on the economic or social system. Instead, each private person or institution would have the opportunity to establish its own goals with help, guidance, and advice from the unbureaucratic agents of the collectivity.126

To find a government such as this in American history, we must return again to the 1820s, and perhaps earlier. At this preregulatory time, government rarely interfered with private enterprise.127 If one wanted to start a bank, for example, one simply collected some capital and started one. If one had enough capital, one would locate the new bank in a city. If one did not and feared that depositors and payees would make use of their common-law right to come in and demand their money over the counter, then one would start a wildcat bank, that is, a bank located somewhere in the woods, where the wildcats lived.128 Individuals were subject to coercive laws, of course, but, as Hegel noted, if one did not like these laws, one could move to the frontier and live beyond the effective reach of legal rules.129 The picture is not exact, to be sure, but it seems as close to a nonregulatory state as we have gotten, or are likely to get.

What the bitter experience of the nineteenth century taught us is that a modern economic system of industrial production, when granted such latitude, will lead to grinding oppression, inequality, and social dislocation at a level that the majority of people — those who do not own the means of production — will find unacceptable. Denied the franchise, they will rebel; granted the franchise, they will vote for public officials who will create an administrative state and impose

126. Cf. DRUCKER, supra note 11, at 281-98 (explaining the need for centrally-established goals in private firm setting).


129. GEORG WILHELM FRIEDRICH HEGEL, PHILOSOPHY OF HISTORY 86 (J. Sibree trans., 1956). Because of this lack of population pressure, and, in his view, the consequent lack of regulatory governance, Hegel dismisses the United States as a useful example in his theory of state development. Id. at 87; see also FREDERICK JACKSON TURNER, THE FRONTIER IN AMERICAN HISTORY (1920).
their goals on the owners. One hundred years later, this state, with its health and safety legislation, unemployment compensation, labor regulation, environmental protection, social security, public housing, and innumerable other regulatory programs, is so well established that it is easy to overlook its general significance, and concentrate on its specific and apparent failures. None of its regulatory programs work perfectly, and some do not even work particularly well. But abandoning the entire apparatus is not only infeasible, but inconceivable; it is not on the current political agenda of any industrialized nation.

The creative regulatory techniques described as New Public Governance are a promising way to improve the performance of our regulatory apparatus. Many regulatory programs still bear the imprint of their gestation; they still embed the adversarial, contentious quality that regulation first displayed when it was being advanced in opposition to the prevailing traditional or laissez-faire approach to governance. They treat the regulated party as an opponent, employing commands backed by sanctions in an unsophisticated attempt to compel specified behaviors. These features can now be modified and, in many cases, should be. There are more effective ways to obtain compliance and more cooperative means for defining the behaviors that will lead to the desired results. But this promising reformulation of our regulatory system crosses the line into the abandonment of collective goals at precisely the point where we begin to think of regulated parties as responsible for their own actions. At that point, regulation is no longer achieving the long-term goals that the majority of citizens desire. Rather, it is being undermined by the conflicting goals of the regulated parties.

In the final analysis, the modern regulatory state is not only bureaucratic, impersonal, and unpoetic, but also uncomfortably partisan. It imposes the desires of the majority on the elites who can advance perfectly plausible claims to their own social vision. It reflects the fact that a political struggle took place in which salaried people triumphed and owners of capital were defeated. Although our democratic political ideology endorses this result, it has some disconcerting features, features to which the Supreme Court


reacted in the substantive due process cases, and that still trouble many observers, to say nothing of those who are subject to its consequences. But that is the political world that we inhabit. Adding the idea of accountability to current regulatory reform efforts goes beyond the effort to improve our regulatory system and expresses an underlying hostility toward that system that few people would be willing to defend in explicit terms. Like accountability arguments for devolution of authority to local government, accountability arguments for devolving authority to private parties express a counterproductive nostalgia for a world that we have lost, and that we would be both unable and unwilling to retain.

III. THE REAL ROLE OF ACCOUNTABILITY

If, as argued above, the concept of accountability cannot be used to describe elected officials' relationship to voters or the devolution of authority to local institutions or to private persons, does this familiar concept have any meaning at all? In fact, it has a well-established meaning and serves as a useful concept for describing certain relationships in modern government. As used in ordinary language, accountability refers to the ability of one actor to demand an explanation or justification of another actor for its actions and to reward or punish that second actor on the basis of its performance or its explanation. The concept is useful because it is a basic mechanism of administrative or bureaucratic government, that is, of the mode of government that is dominant at the present time and shows no sign of being displaced. It is precisely this connection to administrative government that makes the term accountability such an appealing device for expressing anti-administrative impulses such as nondelegation, localism, and the devolution of public authority. And it is precisely this connection that makes these efforts to use the term for anti-administrative purposes so incoherent.


A. The Basic Concept

The real role of accountability in a modern state must be sought within the complex structure of the administrative hierarchies that constitute our basic mechanism for governing ourselves. Accountability is one means by which superiors control subordinates, and thus a means by which policies promulgated at the highest levels of government — the president, the legislature, or the heads of agencies — are translated into governmental action.134 It is not the only means of supervision, however. An understanding of accountability thus requires us to determine when it is being used, when it is not being used, and why this choice has been made. Such organizational issues are crucial to the performance of the governmental agencies that we rely on so heavily in the modern administrative state.135

Consider a simple governmental task — maintaining the lawns in front of the public buildings in a city. This task involves, at a minimum, cutting the grass, removing weeds, cleaning up trash, and replacing grass that has been destroyed by foot traffic. It might also include planting and maintaining ornamental flowers or adding aesthetic elements like outdoor sculptures. Initial responsibility for this task, as for virtually any other governmental task, has been assigned to an agency, which I will call the Bureau of Public Buildings. The chief administrator of this bureau, called the superintendent, has a subordinate who is specifically charged with maintaining the lawns, and the subordinate has a group of manual laborers under his control who perform the actual maintenance functions. This is the Grounds Department, and he is the department chief. We will assume that the superintendent, the chief, and all the relevant employees are civil servants; the superintendent may have appointed the chief, or the chief may have already been in his position when the superintendent arrived. The chief might have some professional subordinates between him and the manual laborers or he might not, depending on the size of the city.

134. See David Saperstein, Public Accountability and Faith-Based Organizations: A Problem Best Avoided, 116 HARV. L. REV. 1353 (2003). In response to MINOW, supra note 101, who argues that privatization can be disciplined through democratic accountability, see id. at 1259-71, Saperstein points out that the real mechanism of accountability is administrative, and, as a result, Bush’s faith-based initiative program will inevitably lead to regulatory supervision of religious institutions. Minow does acknowledge administrative supervision as one form of accountability, see id. at 1268-69, but her primary emphasis is on democratic processes such as election and public debate.

135. See JAMES Q. WILSON, BUREAUCRACY: WHAT GOVERNMENT AGENCIES DO AND WHY THEY DO IT 3-24 (1989). See id. at 14 ("The German army, the Texas prisons, and Carver High School did a better job than their rivals because they were, or became, better organizations.").
Ordinary language, as well as a more reflective analysis, indicates that the superintendent is the person who is in a position to hold the chief accountable for his actions. Other people might be in this position as well — the superintendent's superior, the chief executive of the city, the city council, or a special assistant appointed by any of these entities — but the most obvious person to hold the chief accountable is the superintendent, his immediate hierarchical supervisor. In order to hold the chief accountable, the superintendent must then tell the chief what she wants him to do, that is, she must issue some sort of instructions to him. Accountability, then, involves two elements: first, a hierarchical relationship, and second, a standard that the hierarchical superior imposes on a subordinate.

With respect to the first element of accountability, a recent discussion of the subject by Mark Seidenfeld is particularly helpful. Relying on psychological studies, Seidenfeld suggests that accountability can improve decisionmaking by reducing some of the heuristic biases on which decisionmakers frequently rely. For accountability to produce this effect, psychological studies suggest, the decisionmaker must be aware that he will be held accountable before he decides, and he must accept the legitimacy of the person imposing the standard. It is the purpose of an administrative hierarchy to resolve these issues in a definitive manner; the hierarchy defines supervisory relationships and declares those relationships to be authoritative. These features are not unique to an administrative hierarchy, of course. They also apply to the legislature's or the judiciary's relationship to the administrative apparatus in its entirety. Because the command structure in these cases involves the relationship between large institutions and often occurs only after a considerable period of time has elapsed, a particular administrator's awareness that she will be held accountable is likely to be attenuated.
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The legislature may not turn its attention to the implementation of the law it has enacted; the judiciary may never consider a case that challenges her decision. Within an administrative hierarchy, these relationships are more definitive. Each decisionmaker is usually aware of the particular person or group of persons who will supervise his decision, and supervision is generally carried out more frequently and more immediately.

In fact, administrative hierarchies typically display a feature that can be described as second-order accountability. Those who supervise subordinates and hold these subordinates accountable in various ways, are themselves accountable to those superior to them, and specifically, they are accountable for the way in which they hold their subordinates accountable. That is, one of the crucial tasks that most administrators must perform is the supervision of subordinates, and they are typically judged, or held accountable, for the quality of that supervision. Thus, the superintendent of public Works will be judged by her superior — the mayor, perhaps — based on the way that she holds the chief accountable. She is expected to monitor his performance, make sure he carries out his assigned tasks effectively, and discipline him if he fails to do so. The superintendent, in turn, will judge the chief by the way he holds the manual workers accountable for their performance, and her judgment of the chief's supervision of the manual employees in the department will in turn be a factor in her superior's judgment of her performance. Thus, an administrative hierarchy is frequently a chain of accountability, and the idea of accountability serves as an essential feature in the construction and operation of the hierarchy.

The second element involved in holding someone accountable is the standard that is applied. This standard may be either procedural or substantive, that is, it may specify a decision process or a desired result. In the example given above, a procedural standard would instruct the chief how to carry out the task in question — how often to cut the grass, what kind of weed killer to use, how many people should be assigned to picking up trash, and when the grass has become so worn that it needs to be replaced. A substantive standard would tell the chief what results he is expected to achieve — that the lawns should look neat, clean, and well maintained, or that the grass should never be more than half-an-inch high and that there should be no visible weeds or trash.

We might also describe the second situation by saying that the chief has been granted discretion, but, as I have discussed elsewhere,

140. See generally, HERBERT A. SIMON, ADMINISTRATIVE BEHAVIOR (2d ed. 1957).

there are many reasons for avoiding this locution. To say that the chief has been granted discretion sounds like he has been given an explicit authorization to control some subject matter as he sees fit, like a medieval tax farmer or a colonial grantee. This is inconsistent with the structure of modern administrative governance. Specifying the results one wants a subordinate to achieve is not a grant in this sense but an alternative mode of supervision. It is used when the superior does not know what procedures will produce the desired result or believes the subordinate already knows these procedures. Of course, the superior wants the subordinate to use his judgment, in the sense of making good decisions instead of bad ones, but, in an administrative state, it is judgment directed toward a purpose identified by the superior.

In either case, the chief would be responsible for meeting the prescribed standard, and his job performance would be assessed on the basis of his ability to do so. The standard provides the basis on which the chief can, and usually must, justify his actions to the superintendent. Just as the first element of accountability, the hierarchical relationship, creates the structure of administrative governance, the second element, defined standards, establishes its content of this mode of governance. Administrative governance, as Weber pointed out in his seminal discussion of the subject, is instrumental in its basic conception; it is not viewed as divinely inspired, traditionally established, or inherently valuable, but rather as a means by which the people who compose a given society achieve their collective goals. It does not place people in positions of authority because of their birth, their status, or their personal charisma, but because they are qualified to perform specified tasks. The standards that superiors impose on their subordinates are the mechanism by which goals are translated into reality, and the evaluation of subordinates by their superiors is the means by which the administrators' ability to carry out that task is assessed.

The hierarchical, standard-based process of accountability can be contrasted with other modes of government organization. In the premodern era, many public offices were treated as private property. In the classic case, a tax farmer would purchase the right to collect certain types of taxes in a certain geographic area from the royal government. He would then try to collect enough of this tax to earn back his original investment and make a profit. Similarly, the role of licensing some commercial function, such as hackney cabs, would be sold to a private person, who would then derive an income from the

---
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licensing fees. This approach, which is practical for a state that lacks administrative capacities, does not rely on the mechanism of accountability. The tax farmer is not in a hierarchical relationship within the royal government; he is a private person operating outside that government, and relating to it as a private property owner. No standards are imposed on him; his only obligation is to pay the purchase price, and he is then free to use any legal methods that he chooses and collect as much or as little tax money as he cares to. An indolent tax farmer who failed to collect much money would do the government no harm and would be a blessing for those subject to the tax.

Private property in general, both historically and conceptually, may be thought of as a grant of authority without accountability. In the feudal system of the Middle Ages, the king owned all the land in the realm, but he granted most of it as fiefs to private persons. These grantees, or vassals, then became rulers of the territory they were granted, keeping the peace, dispensing justice, caring for the poor, and managing relations with the church and other vassals. The ways that they carried out these functions were of no direct concern of the king, who generally did not impose standards on the vassal. While the relationship was strongly hierarchical in its overall structure, this hierarchy was based on status, not function; that is, the king's superiority was determined by his identity as king, and the fact that he had originally granted the land, not on his ability to give orders or instructions to the vassal. Today, we retain, somewhat anachronistically, this same idea about property. As Robert Nozick declares, "The central core of the notion of a property right in X,
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relative to which other parts of the notion are to be explained, is the right to determine what shall be done with X; the right to choose which of the constrained set of options concerning X shall be realized or attempted.” 146 In other words, the property owner is not accountable to any superior authority for her use of her property.

Another mode of government organization that can be contrasted with accountability is election. Elections, as discussed above, are primarily designed to solve the problem of succession and serve as an alternative to the administrative process of appointment. When a public official is elected, she owes her position to the voters and is thus removed from the governmental hierarchy. She cannot be given direct orders by another government official, nor can specific standards be imposed on her performance. Indeed, the rhetoric of election often centers on this sort of independence; some states elect their lieutenant governor or their attorney general, as opposed to appointing them, for the precise purpose of removing that person from the administrative control of the chief executive.

All these categories of government organization, whether administrative or nonadministrative, are being described conceptually, as Weberian ideal types. 147 In practice, of course, public officials in a hierarchy may be able to operate quite independently, while modern property owners are often subject to so many administrative regulations that they are virtual designees of the regulatory agency. The point of this discussion, however, is not to describe any particular governmental agency or function, but to explore the concept of accountability. This will then enable us to speak of insufficient accountability, apparent accountability, excessive accountability, and so forth. There is no harm in identifying a mode of governmental organization, even if it occasionally or often fails to be carried out in practice. What is important to avoid is the use of a term that has no underlying reality in the practice it purports to describe.

B. Standards of Accountability

One way to understand the nature of accountability more clearly is to pursue the distinction between procedural and substantive standards. This distinction, like all dichotomies, creates a risk of oversimplification, but it meets the basic criterion for a useful categorization because its implications illuminate the subject matter. It

146. NOZICK, supra note 145, at 171. The constraints Nozick is referring to are the general rules of criminal and civil law: “My property rights in my knife allow me to leave it where I will, but not in your chest.” Id.

is, however, only one of many possible ways to dichotomize the standards by which a superior can hold a subordinate accountable. Other possibilities are the distinctions between general and specific standards, between standards that exercise control and those that encourage learning, and between standards that state roles in advance and those that involve subsequent monitoring. These will be considered briefly below.

The most important implication of the distinction between procedural and substantive standards of accountability is that the former is internal to the agency, while the latter is external. That is to say, a procedural standard imposes requirements that can be observed and assessed by considering only the operation of the agency itself, while a substantive standard imposes requirements that can only be observed and assessed by looking outside the agency. The superintendent can determine how often the Grounds Department cuts the grass by observing the Grounds Department itself, but she can only determine whether the grass is ever more than half-an-inch high by looking at the actual grass. It follows from this distinction that substantive standards are more complex, but that they are less subject to distortion and manipulation.

Which standard requires more knowledge on the superintendent's part about the matter being regulated or controlled? It is difficult to say without microanalysis.\textsuperscript{148} An initial reaction might be that the procedural standard requires more knowledge; instructing the chief to cut the grass to a half inch every ten days may suggest that the superintendent knows that the grass will not grow to more than an inch in height during the intervening period. On the other hand, she may have no idea; the only thing about grass cutting that she may know is that her budget only allows for cutting it every ten days. Conversely, a substantive standard may initially seem to demand a lower level of knowledge; perhaps the superintendent has no idea how fast grass grows, but simply has a mental image of a nice-looking lawn where the grass is no more than an inch high. If she does not know how often grass must be cut in order to maintain that height, however, her standard may have unexpected and unpleasant budgetary implications. Moreover, the fact that a lawn looks nice when the grass is less than one-inch high reflects a certain level of knowledge. In other words, the amount of knowledge that a superior is required to possess depends on the interaction between the accountability standard and the internal and external conditions that it affects. If the superintendent is content to accept any external results, a

procedural standard demands relatively little knowledge of external circumstances on her part. If she wants to achieve particular results, however, procedural standards demand more knowledge, because she must predict the results of the procedures she requires. A substantive standard demands considerably less knowledge than a procedural one, but only if the superintendent is relatively unconcerned about the costs incurred and about the ability of her subordinates to carry out the task.

This last consideration suggests that there is another type of knowledge that is implicated in the choice between procedural and substantive accountability standards — knowledge about one's subordinates, or the subordinate agency. If the subordinate agency is truculent or poorly managed, it may be better to tell it exactly what to do, via a procedural standard, rather than letting it decide on its own strategy. On the other hand, accountability standards of this sort can lead to purely formal obedience with no positive result, as in the old joke about the workers who are instructed to build a new machine exactly like the old one and proceed to do so, reproducing all the worn out features of the original. Substantive standards may impose a stricter discipline on the subordinate agent because it is being held accountable for particular results. The fact that these results depend on the state of the world, however, rather than simply a performance by the agency, can lead to complaints and excuses whose validity is difficult for the superior to assess. As James Q. Wilson points out, the choice between these standards may also depend on the nature of the agency's task. In some agencies, such as mental hospitals, the procedures are observable but the outcome is not, while in others, such as the Army Corps of Engineers, the outcome is observable but the procedures are not.149 This will influence, if not determine, the preferable standard of accountability.

The superior's knowledge of the agency interacts with another crucial consideration — the manner in which the superior enforces the standards on her subordinates. Enforcing procedural standards is often simpler, because the standard specifies a required behavior by subordinates, and that behavior can be observed directly, or described in reports. Substantive standards involve greater complexities because they refer to a condition of the outside world, rather than a performance by the subordinates. Substantive standards can be either subjective or objective. The superintendent might tell the chief that she wants the lawns to look good, or pleasant, or spectacular and then decide whether he has achieved this standard by examining them herself or having a different subordinate examine them and report to
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her. Alternatively, the superintendent might establish a set of specified criteria that she wants the chief to meet. She might prescribe that the grass must be no more than one-quarter-inch high, that there must be no visible weeds or bare spots, and that there must never be more than one piece of trash per square five yards. Such objective standards have an undeniable appeal and lie at the core of the well-known technique of “management by objectives.” They are often more suitable for simpler, less creative governmental functions, however. Suppose the Grounds Department is not only supposed to maintain the lawns but to embellish them with floral arrangements of its own design. An objective description of a flower bed might lead to a hideous mixture of fast-growing plants, while a subjective standard would compel the department to consider well-known, if difficult to articulate, aesthetic effects.

As the enforcement issue suggests, the complexity of the subordinate’s task and the types of standards that are used to assess it often depend on whether the task involves the behavior of other human beings, typically private persons. What makes the public buildings example a relatively simple one is that at least two of the tasks, keeping the grass short and removing weeds, refer to conditions of the natural world that respond to fixed, external conditions, like the seasons or the amount of rainfall. Strategic and collaborative behavior with the agency’s subject matter are unlikely to be present — you can’t collude with grass. The other two tasks, cleaning up trash and replacing grass that has been destroyed by foot traffic, might also be fixed, external conditions for the Grounds Department, depending on its scope of authority. If it can fine people for littering or walking on the grass, or put up “Keep Off the Grass” signs, then human behavior is involved in its performance. But if it does not have such authority, then littering and foot traffic are fixed, external conditions so far as its performance is concerned. It cannot alter them but can only respond by taking corrective action — picking up the trash and replacing the grass that has been destroyed.

Circumstances of this kind apply in a variety of administrative settings when the government is operating its own facilities. In other settings, including almost all regulatory settings, the agency’s performance depends on the behavior of human beings outside the agency, and frequently outside the government. This does not change the basic character of accountability, as a supervisory technique, but it does introduce a variety of complex issues. Specifying procedures

demands extensive knowledge on the supervisor's part, because the results that the procedures will produce will now depend on an ongoing interaction between the agency and outside parties who are capable of strategic action. Specifying results, on the other hand, may lead to entirely unrealistic standards that the supervisor cannot enforce, thus negating any sense of accountability. In fact, formulating realistic substantive standards under these conditions may be so difficult that the supervisor may be inclined to restrict herself to procedural standards, not because they are more effective but because they allow her to satisfy her own superior, to whom she is accountable through second-order accountability, that she is at least doing something.

Relying on procedural accountability standards because substantive standards are too complex to formulate in regulatory situations may not seem to be a very promising approach, but it is a standard feature of American administrative governance, particularly when institutions outside an administrative agency are trying to hold the agency accountable. In supervising executive administrative agencies, for example, the president relies heavily on the Office of Management and Budget's meta-regulation. This requires agencies to engage in cost-benefit analysis, often rejecting regulations because the agency failed to perform the analysis correctly. Similarly, Congress has instructed courts, through the Administrative Procedure Act, to invalidate regulations because the agency failed to follow the statutorily required procedures. Critics of this approach have pointed out that it often leads to counterproductive results, "ossifying" the administrative process with excessively elaborate procedures that interfere with its effectiveness. Although reliance on procedural
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accountability standards has become virtually habitual at the highest levels of American government, it is far from unavoidable, and it is certainly not the exclusive accountability approach within administrative agencies.

There are several other ways of dichotomizing accountability standards that are also illuminating and that interact with the crucial distinction between procedural and substantive standards. One is the distinction between standards that are specific and those that are generally stated. A specific standard is one that provides a lot of detail about whatever is being ordered, that contains precise, measurable requirements rather than open-ended terms, and that does not authorize the subordinate to make decisions on its own; a generally stated standard is the reverse. In judge-made or statutory law, this distinction is often described as the dichotomy between rules and standards. It is a separate consideration from the procedural or substantive character of accountability standards described above, which means that all the combinations of the two distinctions are possible and, indeed, quite common. In the Grounds Department example, a general procedural standard would instruct the chief to cut the grass, collect the trash, and replant worn areas on a regular basis. A highly specific procedural standard would require the chief to cut the grass every ten days and remove a defined set of weeds every five days, to collect all visible trash every other day, and to resod any area where bare earth was showing within three days. A general substantive standard would be to keep the lawns neat and clean. A highly specific substantive standard might state that the grass must never be more than one inch high, that there must never be more than one visible weed or piece of trash per three square yards, and that there must never be more than three square inches of exposed dirt on any of the designated lawns.

General standards, whether procedural or substantive, may be employed because the superior trusts the subordinate, or because she does not know enough to be more precise, or because she has other means of controlling her subordinates. Any definitive explanation of why these standards, as opposed to more specific ones, are being used requires microanalysis. Even the principle that specific standards indicate more intensive supervision may not always apply. Because of second-order accountability, the supervisor may prefer to issue specific standards even in a situation where they do not effectively

control the subordinate; similarly, when she has complete control of
the subordinate, abjuring specific standards may insulate her from
such second-order accountability and leave the subordinate within her
exclusive control. One thing that can be said is that the dichotomy
between general and specific standards interacts with the internal and
external aspect of the procedural-substantive distinction. Specifying a
procedural standard involves closer regulation of operations within
the administrative agency, while specifying substantive standards
involves closer regulation of the agency's effect on others. It also
interacts with the distinction between subjective and objective
substantive standards. Generally speaking, subjective standards ("act
in a way that pleases me") will tend to be inherently general, but even
this principle may not apply if the subordinate possesses intimate
knowledge of the superior's preferences.

Still another crucial distinction between different standards of
accountability involves the contrast between command and learning.
Command means that the superior will attempt to tell the subordinate
what to do and hold the subordinate accountable for doing it.
Learning relies on the subordinate to fill in details, change the
procedures with changes in circumstances, or even modify the desired
result and holds the subordinate accountable for carrying out that
process in some particular way. Learning is preferable to command
when the superior knows the result it is trying to achieve but does not
know the means for achieving it, when circumstances are likely to
change in ways that the superior cannot predict, or when the superior
does not even know the precise result that she desires.156 Most of the
implementation approaches suggested by New Public Governance rely
on learning, although they tend to focus on learning by regulated
parties, rather than by subordinates within the administrative
apparatus.157

The choice of the learning approach is typically associated with
general, rather than specific standards of accountability, but it also
interacts with the substantive-procedural dichotomy. The first learning
situation, where the superior wants the subordinate to take account of
changing circumstances, leads to the use of purely substantive
standards of accountability, or very general procedural standards. This
is relatively well understood and well accepted; administrators are "on
the ground" or "in the trenches" or in some other low-lying
metaphorical position where they regularly receive information that is
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unavailable to their superior, or not known to anyone at the time the superior initiates the program.158 The second situation, where the superior cannot determine the means of achieving a desired result, is sometimes treated as a failure of technical knowledge or political nerve by the superior,159 but can also be seen as an honest, empirically oriented approach to the problem of governance. Like the first, it can be achieved by using purely substantive standards, which can be promulgated with a high degree of specificity, or very general procedural ones. The third situation, where the superior simply defines the area of concern and instructs the agency to develop its own goals through a learning process, may seem the most problematic. But as scholars such as Michael Dorf, Susan Sturm, and Cass Sunstein note, a superior can fulfill its function by engaging other institutions in a dialogue about desirable norms.160 That is, the superior need not regard itself as the sole source of policy initiatives, but may view itself as participating in a mutual learning process with its subordinates. In this situation, the subordinate would need to rely on highly generalized substantive standards or on generalized procedural standards with no substantive standards.

These three reasons to rely on the subordinate's ability to learn can be illustrated by the Grounds Department example. To illustrate the first learning situation, it might be difficult for the superintendent to know how quickly the grass and weeds will grow, because the rate of growth depends on the amount of rainfall and how much trash or foot traffic there will be, since this depends on variations in people's need to visit public buildings. Consequently, a procedural standard of cutting the grass every ten days may lead to either inadequate or excessive grass-cutting; if the superintendent feels that she must use a procedural standard, it might be best to state this standard very generally, such as cutting the grass regularly, or whenever needed. A substantive standard of keeping the grass no more than one inch high seems more promising, although it may have unacceptable budgetary implications at certain times. The second learning situation would apply if no one has any idea how best to get rid of weeds, a procedural standard is impractical, and only a substantive standard will allow the Department to learn an effective method over time. (If the simplicity of the example makes such ignorance seem unlikely, consider the
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more complex task of adding ornamentation to make the lawns more attractive.) Finally, the third learning situation may occur if the underlying reason why the city wants to have attractive lawns in front of public buildings is to attract more people into the buildings. The superintendent, taking attractiveness as her basic goal, might promulgate either procedural or substantive standards to achieve that goal. If she would allow her subordinates to engage her in a dialogue about this goal, their learning may convince them, and ultimately convince the superintendent, that attractive lawns are not particularly important. It might be more desirable to have lawns that are welcoming, perhaps by having food stands, kiddie rides, and sitting places scattered across them.

One more dichotomy between accountability standards, although far from the last one that might be considered, is the superior’s choice whether to issue instructions in advance or to monitor the subordinate’s performance and issue judgments on a continuing basis. Ashutosh Bhagwat discusses this as the choice between ex ante and ex post regulation, while McCubbins and Schwartz describe it as the choice between “police-patrol” and “fire-alarm” modes of legislative oversight. Issuing instructions in advance generally possesses the virtue of clarity but suffers from the vice of inflexibility, while continuous monitoring exhibits the opposite features. One can ameliorate the vice of instructions stated in advance by making these instructions open ended but only at a partial sacrifice of clarity. One can ameliorate the vice of continuous monitoring by following a pattern that is transparent to the subordinate, but then one has sacrificed a certain amount of flexibility. Of course, the two approaches can be combined, which either amplifies their individual virtues, amplifies their individual vices, or produces previously unimagined complexities.

The choice between instructions stated in advance and continuous monitoring is independent of the choice between specifying procedures and specifying results, since the supervisor can specify either the procedures or the results in advance, or monitor either on a continuous basis. It is sometimes argued that it is equivalent to the choice between general and specific standards: a specific standard prescribes conduct prior to its occurrence, while a general one allows room for monitoring, or subsequent assessment. This is true to the
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extent that one is looking at the superior's initial instruction; specificity at the outset precludes the development of standards through case-by-case monitoring of the subordinate's performance. But in an administrative setting, a standard stated in advance can be specific or general, and monitoring can lead to either general or specific assessments of the agency's performance. For example, the superintendent might instruct the chief, in advance, to cut the grass regularly or to cut it every ten days, which are general and specific procedural standards, or she might instruct the chief, also in advance, to make the lawns look nice or keep the grass no more than one inch high, which are general and specific substantive standards. Alternatively, she might simply tell the chief to maintain the lawns, and then examine the lawns on a continuing basis. This continuous monitoring can also be either general or specific. The superintendent can tell the chief that he is cutting the grass too often, or that he has cut the grass two days early, or she can tell him that the lawns look scruffy or that the grass is one-half-inch too high.

C. What Lies Beneath: By Way of a Conclusion

It might be possible to construct an enormous, multi-dimensional grid to plot the interactions among these various types of accountability standards, although there is no reason to think that these dichotomies are the only useful ones. The point of this cursory discussion, however, is not to solve the problem of administrative supervision, but simply to indicate that holding someone accountable is a complex, technical task. The various factors discussed above indicate how fully the concept of accountability is tied into an administrative hierarchy and requires the sort of continuous, intensive interaction between superior and subordinate that is characteristic of this hierarchy. In order to hold a person accountable for his performance, a person must decide whether to employ procedural or substantive standards, general or specific instructions, control or learning, orders given in advance or continuous monitoring, and a variety of other factors. She must consider how each of these decisions interact with each other and with the characteristics of the subordinate, the nature of the task to be performed, and the actions of those beyond her or her subordinate's control.

When viewed from this perspective, it seems apparent that voters cannot, through the process of election, hold a public official accountable in any real sense, that local populations cannot hold local officials accountable, and that government cannot achieve its aims by making people accountable for themselves. Elections solve the problem of succession more effectively than any other methods and produce a certain generalized responsiveness to citizen desires on the part of elected officials. Local administration is often the most
efficient way to deal with governmental tasks, from a managerial point of view. Devolution of responsibility to private actors is often an efficient managerial strategy as well, and it can produce important benefits in terms of morale and good will.

But none of these techniques are mechanisms of accountability. Consideration of the actual mechanisms, as they are implemented in an administrative hierarchy, emphasize the distance between true accountability and elections, localism, and private responsibility. Elected officials respond to some of the deeply felt, or widely held views of the electorate; local officials exhibit some similarity of outlook with those they govern; and private persons can sometimes be induced to consider the consequences of their actions from a public perspective. But these general and occasional correspondences do not enable one actor to demand an explanation or justification of another actor for its actions and to reward or punish that second actor on the basis of its performance. Obligations of this sort can only be imposed in a tightly integrated hierarchy, such as those found within the administrative apparatus. One can always slap the word accountability down on the page if one wants to argue for increased reliance on elected officials, local officials, or private parties, but the underlying concept does not apply.

If this is true, then why have accountability arguments become so popular? The answer lies in our ambivalence toward administrative government. On the one hand, modern Western societies have irrevocably committed themselves to an administrative system and can no longer even conceive of parting with the advantages that this system provides. Accountability is one of these advantages. It would be simply impossible to manage the complex tasks of modern government and implement generally debated and articulated policies without the elaborate administrative mechanisms through which subordinate officials are held accountable for their performance. On the other hand, there is a widespread hostility toward administrative government, a desire for simplicity, community, and freedom of action that the heavy, complex machinery of modern government seems to have obliterated. The discourse of accountability is an effort to argue that we can capture the necessary advantages of the administrative state without subjecting ourselves to its oppressiveness. Let us shift authority from the administrative apparatus back to the president, to Congress, to state officials, to local officials, to private parties, to anyone else. We can still have accountability — in fact we can have more accountability — because elected officials will be accountable to the voters, local officials will be accountable to their communities, and private parties will be accountable to themselves. We will have then achieved the magical result of supervision without supervisors, of hierarchical control without hierarchy, of effective administration without administrative government.
This is, however, an illusion. All types of magic are illusions. We know this now, and we know it through a mode of thought that is intimately connected with the development of the modern administrative state. Part of the connection is pragmatic. Western society has learned, over the course of the last five hundred years or so, that if we want to have a more comfortable, convenient, and prosperous life, we must stop casting spells and start learning science. Once this scientific approach takes hold, it produces a massive, complex, specialized technological culture — a culture that can only be subjected to public control through an administrative apparatus. But the connection between the decline of magic and the administrative state is also conceptual. After centuries of political conflict, society has managed to deny governments their claims that they owe their authority to God and their ability to mystify and overawe the populace. Government, we now know, is a socially created mechanism designed to serve the people’s needs; as a result, it is no longer monarchical or theocratic, but administrative in its essential orientation. So we are finished with magic, both in the material and the political arena, and the consequence is administrative government. The idea that we can have accountability without administration is magical thinking, as outmoded as the idea that we can control reality through incantations, or that government is a divine creation. It is enticing, but we have learned that we are better off with science and democracy, even if the price we have to pay for these advantages is administrative governance.